ian Authority: ’Psychological and Political Losses’ of War
IG TURNER
ant Editor
body admits

that

a

in Southeast Asia is
her side. De-escalation
de way out.
try point of view the
and ton Cambodia)
but military arguing compared to the
id political losses to
e rest of the world."
ss, a veteran of "freled trips to Southeast
emeritus from Stanarofessor at SJS, and
hority on Southeast
Its talking about the
t of the world.
!Icy we can bring the
to an end by a timeformer Secretary of
:Ilford has suggested.
out our withdrawal
to leave behind a mastdvisers’ we might find

ourselves the target of a combined
nationalistic uprising where much Of
north, central and south Vietnam
would get together to force us out.
In our own interest, I hope President
Nixon tries to beat Mr. Clifford’s timetable."
Dr. Buss looks upon the Vietnam
conflict as "a civil war with international overtones. . .
GENEVA ACCORDS
"According to the 1954 Geneva accords," he explained, "Vietnam is one
nation temporarily divided. Since that
time our government has assumed that
South Vietnam has achieved international status of its own and has obtained the recognition of some 20 nations. We work on the assumption that
it exists in fact, and that North Vietnam is an outsider.
"My own view is that, historically,
Vietnam is all one nation, and the
government’s argument is specious,"
Dr. Buss, who last visited Vietnam in
1968, concluded.

Nationalism is the driving force in
the war, Dr. Buss contended. "Our
power in Southeast Asia is opposed
by the struggle of nationalism. By the
same token, Southeast Asians do not
like Russians or Chinese any more than
they like us. They will use any outsider to neutralize another, but they
will not surrender their national interest to any outsider, capitalistic or ComAmerican, Russian, or
munistic
Chinese."
At the same time, Dr. Buss rejects
the argument that the war is part of a
U.S. commitment to contain Red
China.
"If we really felt we were deterring
China," he said, "we would be foolish
to lay waste to any part of China’s
neighbors. Throughout history, North
Vietnam has been China’s greatest deterrent. It could be that by laying
waste to North Vietnam, we are creating a power vacuum, and thus making
easier China’s expansion."
Looking at the conflict "from an

TARTAN

economic pint of view," Dr. Buss said,
"Southeast Asia is comparatively poor.
All its assets combined are nowhere
near the cost of our Vietnam adventure."
LITTLE DIFFERENCE
Dr. Buss asserted that there are differences in the life of the average
North Vietnamese peasant and his
counterpart in South Vietnam, "but
they are less than usually imagined.
People on both sides are near the subsistence level. The food surpluses go
out by either taxation or confiscation. The rights of the little man are
disregarded by both North and South.
"The ove-whelming fact of life is the
war and the peasant is a casualty
either of bombing in the North or all
kinds of hostilities in the South."
He continued: "Ideologies are less important now than they might become
later lx-cause so much human effort -North and Southmust be given to
sheer survival.
"Furthermore," he continued, "it is
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ncellor Blocks Kunstler’s Appearance

enn S. Dumke has move appearance of "Chitorney William Kunstmorrow at 7:30 p.m.
or, in a call to Acting
rt Burns shortly before
ordered that Kunstler
ed to use facilities of
ated Student funds not
"any reimbursement or
le delivers an address"

lent Burns has issued
compliance with Dr.

leech was to be sponA.S. and the College
: Board.
President James Edadministration planned
said a drive to solicit
iy Kunstler’s :51500 fee
day. A vacant lot bet 11th streets has been
nstler’s speech. The lot
tuned property, Edwards

another example of the
Is coming down on the
Ps," Edwards asserted.
:d AS, President Bill
tot be reached, but in
sled he believes Kunst allowed to speak.

Dr. Dumke called Dr. Burns at the
Acting President’s home, and cited section 42402 of Title V in support of
his action. The section reads in part’
"Should the (college) president determine that any program or appropriation planned by an auxiliary organization is not consistant with policy of the
Board of Trustees and the college, the
program or approriation shall not be
shall be dia.
implemented . . . and,

Library Director Dr. Stuart Baillie
estimated yesterday that the disciplinary action hearing against him should
wrapped up and a decision made
before the end of the current semester.
Dr. Baillie will be facing SJS’ Disciplinary Action Panel on two charges
filed several months ago. Although originally seven charges were brought

kL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FOR SPRING 1970
P.M. Examinations

A.M. Examinations
0-9:45

12:15 1

1 1-0 :

1:00 - 3:15

1

3:30’5:45

7:00.9:15

il Women’s Physical Education general education activity
ses except modern dance.
accuse May 30 is a holiday, these early finals have been apred by the Examination Committee,
Free
No Finals
Permitted

Experimental
History I7A
Classes

For Lang.
Depts.--.4:30
Group II

Thursday
Night
Classes

7:30
6roup i
:lasses

7:30
Group II
Classes

3:30
Group I
Classes

3:30
Group II
Classes

4:30
Group I
C

8:30
roup II
:lasses

8:30
Group I
CI

2:30
Group II
Classes

2:30
Group I
Classes

Monday
Night
C

9:30
iroup I
lasses

9:30
Group II
Classes

1:30
Group 1
Classes

1:30
Group ll
Classes

Tuesday
Night
Classes

10:30
Group I
Classes

12:30
Group II
Classes

12:30
Group I
Classes

10:30
’coup It
:lasses

11:30
ireap II
:lasses
_

1

11:30
Group I
Classes

continued by direction of the president."
Dr, Burns issued the following letter
to Executive Vice President William
Dusel and Acting Dean of Students
Robert Martin:
"On instructions from the Office of
the Chancellor, Mr. Kunstler (al is
not to be permitted the use of the
facilities of San Jose State College
nor (h) are funds of the Associated

Library Director Expects
Disciplinary Decision Soon
By MARY DOUGHERTY
and FRANK FERTADO
Daily Staff Writers

Wednesday
Night
Classes

Mahe-ups for Postponed Examinations

meet Daily, mWE, M. W, F, MTW. MWTh, MTWF, MWT14, MW, NAF, WF.
meet ITh, T, Th, TWTh, MiTh, TTIF, MTThF, mTWTh, TWThF,
daily and four -clay classes may, at the option of the instructor, extend over
ton periods which they control,
isles will have their finals at the last regular class meeting
inwe of this examination period may be changed to 4:30-6:45.

lict in finals a student must not sign up for two classes in the same group at

against Dr. Baillie, five of them were
dropped for insufficient evidence.
The two remaining charges Dr. Baillie will be answering include ignoring
recommendations of a previous investigation and assigning personal tasks to
library personnel.
INVESTIGATION
According to Dr. Edward Harrington, acting academic vice president
the administration is "making every
reasonable effort to hold the hearing
and make a decision by June 4."
The "previous investigation" referred
to in the first charge occurred between
April and June 1969. A group of 25
library employees signed a petition asking for an investigation of the library
administration. Then College President
Robert D. Clark ordered an investigation into the matter to be conducted by
a special ad hoc committee of the
Academic Council.
Recommendations by the committee
were sent to President Clark and Dr.
Baillie for "information and consideration." However, in December 1969, the
petitioners charged that nothing had
been done to implement these recommendations.
The
"ignoring
recommendations"
charge was only one of four accusations filed by a group of seven professional librarians. The other three
accusations which were dropped in eluded; hiring relatives, taking sick
leaves and vacations without filing
proper forms and improper use of consultant tees
1111 it

css in the eat ii.’ region after
-.amid’s!) the eess,tion if hosDOMINO Tilt fin(
De 13,1:S (i0 n t 0.1.1 the "domino
theory." "Our prestige has been weakened by our frustration in Vietnam,"
he admitbd, "I ut it t ke, more than
prestige to topple a neighboring country. If Vietnam’s neighbors are stable,
they will not be overthrown. , . And,
dominos are just as likely to fall in
reverse -- look at Indon-sia
"I cloabt if it is pos, 1.): to prove
-0 . so will
that ’if STrath Vi In
ut‘teast
n
all the othar do-nia.)
Asia.’"
r
Di r
,r 1
helps thi
dent Nixon th t cis eel
North Vi.,tnarre ,e war effort. Dr. Buss
said: "My worry is wharter dissent
helps or hurts the United States. Its
effect on Hanoi is enlir iv :,...conar:
For other related stoles on the
back suppleIndochina war see
ment of the Spartan Daily,

Burns Again Asks
DAILY’For Prof’s Rehiring

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

elr1;#1.4.44

by no means clear that a Communi.a
government’ in South Vietnam would
be a threat to the ital interests of the
United States.
"I believe that we, in California,
are not likely to be threatened by
Vietnam whether there is a Communist or a non-Communist government in
Saigon."
Dr. Buss is pessimistic about the
future of the peace negotiations in
Paris.
"The major issue is not negotiable,
We are not going to abandon our objectives and they are not going to quit.
Neither side can ever get out of the
negotiations at the peat.- tab’e what it
was not abla to win on the field of
battle.
"Much moae is at stake in Southeast
Asia than the Paris talks indicate. For
example: how are the interests of other powers to be protected in Southeast Asia? How do you take care of
problems in Laos and Cambodia which
are not represented at the conference
table? How do you provide for stability

clIGISTMAS

In tile Seel)1111 charge Dr. Baillie will
be answering before the disciplinary
panel he is accused of using library
personnel to wrap personal gifts at
Christmas time. This charge was filed
by Dr. ’red Denedict, acting as a pro
forma complainant.
Two of the more serious charges
filed by Dr. Benedict were dropped.
They included misuse of state funds
and signing blank "claim schedules."
Dr. Benedict said he originally filed
three charges on the basis of information he received from Mrs. Lorraine
Villagran, then senior clerk of acquisitions.
Mrs. Villagran has recently been
"temporarily transfered" to the Reserve book room of the library.

Students of San Jose State College to
be expended to provide any reimbursement or honorarium if he delivers an
address using facilities other than those
of San Jose State College.
"Please so inform the CUPS and
the A.S."
The announcement came as no surprise. A.S. officials have long expected
the order, and made arrangements to
have the speech off campus. The order
cutting the funds, however, was not as
widely anticipated.
Several days of rioting at the University of California at Santa Barbara,
including the burning of the Isla Vista
branch of Bank of America followed
Kunstler’s appearance there. Some
have blamed the firey lawyer’s rhetoric
for the violence,
Gov. Reagan has several times objected to Kunstler’s appearances at
tax-supported colleges.
The 51 -year-old attorney has defended several political radicals besides the "Chicago Seven." His clients
Include Black Panthers, Black Militant
H. Rap Brown, Yippie leader Jerry Rubin, and Roman Catholic draft protestors in Milwaukee and Baltimore.
He is the author of nine books.

Acting President Hobert Burns has
again recommended the rehiring of psychology. professor Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford and Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke
has again assumed jurisdiction over
the case.
Dr. Rutherford was informed Friday
of Dr. Burns’ decision, and the Chancellor reacted immediately, notifying
Dr. Burns by mail of the assumption
of jurisdiction.
In a letter to the Acting President,
Dr. Dumke said he has not made a
decision on whether to rehire Dr.
Rutherford, and requested a transcript
of the faculty grievance hearing the
fired professor brought against Dr.
Dumke.
The Chancellor is expected to make
his final decision following the end of
the semester.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
The faculty grievance committe recommended that Dr. Rutherford be rehired after hearing nearly 12 hours of
testimony. Dr. C. Mnnsel Keene, reprepresenting the Chancellor at the
hearing, contended that Dr. Rutherford had missed several classes during
the fall semester of 1968 and that the
alleged absences were never fully investigated.
During the proceedings it was
brought out that charges had been

filed by two students against Dr.
Rutherford, but dropped within ten
days. The allegations were investigated
again at the grievance. The committee
headed by Dr. Leon Lee concluded
that the charges had been thoroughly
looked into. Dr. Burns concurred.
Dr. Keene declined to comment when
asked by the Daily if the Chancellor’s
office will ask for still another investigation into the charges,
STRIKE ACTION
Dr. Rutherford has contended since
the beginning of the conflict that he
was fired because he led a faculty
strike during January of 1969.
The psychology professor was fired
by Dr. Dumke on Feb. 27, following
an earlier action of the state personnel board stripping him of tenure. Dr.
Rutherford had been rec)mmended for
retention by three c’ opus committrttl--and by Dr. Burns.
If Dr. Dumke again fires Dr. Rutherford, the latter can appeal to a threeman state-wide committee that his final
jurisdiction over faculty retention
matters.
Dr. Dumke, however, has recommended new grievance pr:werittres that,
if passed by the Board of Trustees at
their May 27-28 meeting, wluld roive
him sole control over personnel affairs.

Let It Be

Grievance Panel:
Rehire Kurzweil
The Hearing Board of the College
Grievance Panel recommended Thursday that President Hobert Burns grant
tenure to Jack Kurzweil, assistant professor of electrical engineering,
The Board voted 5-0-0 in favor of
the grievance and concluded that "violations of stated college policies did
occur in the considerations of Kurzweil’s tenure."
The School of Engineering Promtion
and Tenure Committee members were
also "strongly censured . . . for academic and professional irresponsibility."
"I am pleased with the decision of
the Grievance Committee and I trust
that President Burns will act according to its decision," Kurzweil commented. President Burns has the right
to refuse Kurzweirs tenure, despite the
committee’s recommendation.
The Grievance Committee felt that
administrative directives forced a tenure decision after Kurzweil had been
on the faculty for no more than onethird of the usual time for tenure decisions, stating "all information is
highly In tid:stOry about Kurweirs
teaching effectiveness in a variety of
courses, helping to plan a gradaute
course, supervision in student research
work, and in flexibility for assiginmeal."
The School of Engineering Promolion and Tenure Committee contended
Kurweil "was ineffective in laboratory development and that his teaching was rated as ’effective’ both at
San Fr(meisco State College and locally."
Prealdent Burns has no net deadline
by which he must make his decision.

Ly lyt irk Lowe
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Looking Back.
semester. 1970. .As far i the Spartan Daily is concerned, the semester
It with this issue.
Looking back. it appears to be a semester flour id us will easily forget. Yet.
when !,(au thiuk al

t it. in this day and age it is hard to predict what will be

important a year from

now.

For the Spartan Daily staff this has been a semester to mature. a semester to
learn. and

a semester

to realize "educatisin- is noire than just pursuing a course

of -molt. Hopefully it has been tbis type of a semester for everyone.
iii maturing process for Spartan Daily staff mendters began early in the
-hr. Chicano stualents marcheol on the Daily office demanding the right to
...led as equal Imolai’ beings bv the campus press. While the Daily could
not. arced. to the Chicanos demand that the front page of the
paper be milted o% er to them. we were able to reach a compromise decision which
int 1,1 I a
all(med all minorit,v stmlent, the chance to express themselves in fit e
,cetions ,paced titer the remaining three months of the semester.
Despite the failure to produce more than one supplement. everyone involved
learned a great deal from the experience. Staff members worked closely with
Chicano editor Virki Hernandez and her ,tuff to proiluce what we considered a
cry prolessioonal supplement. It contained a message everyone will eventually
I at e to learn --that institutionalizeil racism is inherent in our society. It’s not a
prliduct of our genertt
. but it is a 1)1111111.M we are going to have to tackle
heatbain.
tt ;a, also Stirs ital Fain.. the monumental extrataganza that proved we
II uld mobilize students and get them to atteml a rallypros Wing we bury a 1970
automobile’.
Then- were other attempts to mobilize students. Attempts to make them realize
tI at education is ii litre than just attending lectures and writing papers.
In the Eldred Rutherforil case. stuilents and faculty alike learned that campus
.iiltpiiituutS1,, a nice phrase until it gets in the way of the Chancellor’s ego trip.
a -t. a, the Chancellor postponed bearings and refused to comment, support
dwindbii tia only the actions of the faculty hearing bilard, which will undoubtedly
.be o rruled again by the Chancellor this summer.
Finally. ’towel er. we found an issue. Admittedly. it took an overtly unconstitutional act by the President of the 1. nited States and indiscriminate beatings of
students by members of the San Jose Police Department to get us off our asses.
Nonolieless. "the movement- has begun I/11 the 5.1S campus.
A couple of reporters get their heads beaten. suddenly they awaken.
The war begins to hit home and at least 1.500 students are willing to work
for peace.
I, this the beginning? We hiope so.

A Very Good Year
M 1111 file A.S. elections Thursday. the James Edwards administration officially
elo-ed. By any yanIstick, the administration must be considered one of the most
-pike. efficient. and far-sighted one, in SJS history.
Its arils and those %Ili) made up Iti, oulministration put a premium on prapnaoriginality, and change. In his campaign. Edwards stressed that he would be
an artite administrator. and he has carried through with that promise.
In spite of a "stnear--type campaign. with racial overtones, waged against him,
Edwards and his running mates won a landslide victory in the fall elections.
of spa-inking only to those who elected him, however, the new president
ii pads- au elitort to reach all students. especially those who voted against him.
lit
brought this campus together. Anyione who doubts it need only remember the mass anti -war rallies in which thousands of people applauded him and
shouted for him to speak.
But there have been more tangible results of the Edwards administration.
The creation of the Office of Academic Affairs. under the able direction of
Grady Robertson. has brought student got eminent into the areas of grading, cur
rich
and faculty governance.
The Edwards administration has des ised an effective alternative to the A.S.
subsidy of intercollegiate football, one But has lwen accepted by both the student
government and the At
Department.
Eilwarals himself has taken the fight for an expanded Educational Opportunitii-, Program to the governor’s office and the state legislature.
on the housing front. the A.S. !lousing Committee. under the leadership of
Mike Buck. became a strong. decisit ’firer. The Tenant Union. rent strike, and
law suits initiated have 1111111e studei
aware Ilf the housing problem. its possible
and their (own re
muscle.
Finally. SJS has become the headquarters for one of the nation’s best-organ.
Zell anti -war ’movements
(me in which students of all political persuasions
have a place.
Probably most important. Edwards and ins administration have been dedicated
to MPH -Violence throughout the semester. They have been able to channel student
act is ity into constructive. positit e action. More than anyone else on this campus.
I ,1sdraoh
and his staff have prevented violence, even as Acting President Hobert
Burns acknowledged in his resignation statement last week.
(redit sl
hI go not only to President Edwards, but to the people who worked
tt ith him. Vice President John Merz. treasurers Ron Harbeck and Tim Fitzgerald,
Robertson. Buck. staff members Lew Solitske. Ray Giles, Addie heel. Randy
Kern. Bruce Overroy. and countless others deserve recognition for making the
Edwards administration an effective forte on dud off this campus.

White House aide.

" This will all blow over in 24 hours"

Guest Room

Humanity Before Politics
Its1)11, II)
lamer Das ision
I sincerely hope esery anti -war demon.
Armor on this ca Mims %%andel read Debbie
Ilooton’s Staff :omment anti’ In of \lay 21.
While her belief, are the direct antithesi.
of the peace .... %einem. thus are neserthe.
less the majority siess of merica. Finding
myself strongly pitied in the ant i-ss ar
11111011111‘11i. ri.,111i 1111.11i -Is,ssls
gill% as I
continued to read her stors. Es en though
rni a perpetual ads orator
at the conclusion .:f the article, I found
myself hearing the hatred I n411 eltymently
Th, lii I
.if
fellow man.
Then I retrealed and pondered intro.
speetively at its internal dissonance. 11).
oriing and negating any Freudian analysis
(slue to nit n", -ently re-dirceted ,iirge for
relevance). I extrapolated Ins intik bloat
onto the
icne.
political
react’
It $0011 appeared is idiot that is hat I was
experieneing ssa- the inexorable problem
of sacrificing lionnin sensitivity and understanding h.r it mere idprilogical
1 it
in the end. is not oliat vve all ilesire the
saine?
Disearding toy original response. I ryalized the only problem or had as fellow
students was a lack of coni lllll nication,
obieli 1 %%mild like to attempt to clear up
at this point. Her first objection of the
dissenters was that "the papers i hi’
out N
contradietory within their own
print." Hite Ill the spontaneous nature of
the Cambodian
and tliii disorganization that 1111’s ii .11.1y re-ulted. comments spit
ideology here
ins :did if not also
illogical.
Mis. lli,pitppii ssi ill inn ri Call

yrs children:

1--111t-

and I say childri.a be.
cause the) have not grown op eipupiirli hut
accept the responsibility as citizens or the
hardships of life.- lany of our fellow
students are children aud ado many have
lacked much of life’s hard -hip,. lloss,
many of our fellow- classmates are far better equipped in formulate opinions than
many of the "silent Majority.- and too
many of our fellmv stmleats have endured
and cotillion( in endure far men and above
any hardships encountered by NN hite-mid.
dle-class America.
She went on to contest the dissenter; re.
jection of "the worn out saving that ’The
president k
s more about the situation
than any- of us . .
If the .tiqiii-it lin] of
the office of presid, I I catapult- a man into
a stale of oniniscienee. liii lious ilo vve
explain the mistakes of our past presidents?
Iler last objection with the present protest
.ement is the argument used by
many dissenters that l’ ell the congressional
establishment is in disagreement %% jilt
President Nixon. She states. "Did it es-es
occur to any of you that they are playing
the object
a little game called politics
being to Nit as many vote, as they can?"
She goes on to say that Mr. Nixon is not
interested in getting votes and that it is
doubtful that Nixon will be re-elected in
In essence what she is saying
1972. . .
is that Mr. Ni XI tmi Itmis Cerlaill beliefs that

Kit \ \\11/
i
Ii,- i’

4.

NS Will...

ag.i;11-1

to implement even

if it is

still of Ito- people.

writing of
this it a- not to censure Miss llootott. Rather I ss a- interested in sharing His theory
lull Ilinn in 110111,1111 all
reduce the eserssidenital hi tin, apparent in our society.
’nu. poLrits uhich is ripping our country
apart most be reconciled immediately. Linles,s
tliir universal problem will
lead to inati’s destruction. Each of us must
strive to place It
before politics.
.1

impel’’, behind the

Guest Room

’No Vacation’
By IIICHAIID S. NIITCHEI.1,
I.:duration Department
If the student peace movement is to
success I wish for it, it cannot
take a summer vacation. It must win to
its side a majority of the voters.
Violence, arson, assault, and mob riots
mat strike fear into the hearts of these
voters. but in the secrecy of the toting
booth diet are tinlikelt to vote their approval for the cause which they identify
oith this kind of threat and blackmail.
If we think that through demonstrations
Ase can get somebody else to write letters
to Congress for us. shut off the dream.
Take a poll of c’tell those now active in the
demonstrations to find if they have been
personally 1110% ell to do even their OWII
share of letter uniting. If we want letters
to go to W ashington. we’d better start
writing and do it every day, day after day
after day. If you can’t get yourself to write
letters. how do you propose to tnove others
hate thi

Iii siriti.?
\\ inning

voters tit nod "yes" for peace
the harder task of
MO% lug them to take action, such as writing ot letter, still require that you succeed
in a tearhing task. We need to educate
our target citizen to see that the war threw)
tens and costs I l i lll so severely that for his
own welfare and security, lie must move
1111111$44 ill lake action against the war.
Our target citizen still not do much
al t a oar that he believes is somebody
else’s problem but %jilt little effort upon
him. Ile ma) sign a petition as the quick
I% a to get )iiii off his property, and any
politician knows this. But arouse him to
%rite a leiter in his 0%111 stnrtls MOVIn 1111111
to gel that letter to the mail box, and the
smart politician knows this is a voter
aroused e
gli to also get to the ballot
huts and to influence his fellow voters.
Show older voters ohm the Vietnam
war costs them. Resulting taxes and inflation are destroying the lifetime savings of
all of them. Cause them to feel the strong
reasons why their self-interest requires
them to take action against the war. This
will be harder than a lot of other things
we have done for peace. hut I believe this
is the way we can make it happen.
is

1,1, . Tin areinill ph ish

In writing this. l’ut reflecting on three
semesters on the Daily and four years at
SJS.
The times have been good itnd bad. hut
never uninteresting. SJS has git en me a
degree. a profession, butt, even lllll re, an
education.
My education includes not only the
sometimes irrelevant and factural classroom education, hut also the chance to
listen to others, to discuss. to sell my wares
g.
in our marketplace of lea
In fall 1966 I began to learnt. I learned
that Blacks and Chicanos are not niggers
and greasers. I left behind my blatant racistn for something more meaningful: humanitarianism.
I know now that I, like others, ant en.
(lowed with institutionalized racism. It is
something I cannot excuse, hut can eliminate through further education.
LEARN, BABY, LEARN
Later, I found myself with no stand on
the Vietnam issue. It was then that I decided that I would not let a friend’s death
there make up my. mind. Again, humanitarianism.
At the Dow demonstration I learned the
brutality, ignorance, sootily and maniacal
make-up of some policemen.
I also resolved the question: "Is God
I. He is not, hut
dead?" lit my own
the institutional Aunt] is. It, like so many
other institutions, is irrelevant to society’s

I.

needs.

More recently I learned that violence is
not the answer to our social revoluf
I once accepted violence as advertisement of the issues. I no longer can accept
it, as I can no longer accept the Indochina violence.
LOVE AND PEACE
I have learned that love and peace are
the most important elements in our society.
This means equality to live and let live in
a clean, unpolluted America, whether the
pollution he of the land or of the mind.
This means that brother, sister and individual love is our answer. True, I will defend myself and my loved ones from harm,
hut I will resist violence until it is nty last
alternative.
But does all this ntean I ant now perfect
or the world is perfect? Hardly. My educational beginnings at SJS are only a start.
I want more. This is an ideal, hut ideals
are never achieved unless we strive for
them.
Yee, as we grow older and wiser our
ideals, emotionalism and zest will ditninish
with responsibility, but we must never stop
them or our children’s ideals.
We may never achieve all our ideals or
freedoms, hut SJS /MS given us a taste, and
I for one will not stop seeking them until
I ant satiated.
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’Propaganda .. Windfall’

Russ Views Cambodia
ny

vNitv ROM:S.11RD
eit ,tart Writer
et It , ,,ui
teing in Cambodia, is a big windfall for Russian
propaganda. Their papers are
full of all the protests that have
surrounded the Cambodian issue," Peter Grothe, SJS Political Science profession and recognized expert on the Soviet Union
said in a recent interview.
Even experts on the Soviet
Union have opposing views as to
the Soviet Union’s stake in
Southeast Asia, says Grothe, who
served as foreign relations advisor to Hubert Humphrey.
"Some say it’s to the Soviet advantage to have us bogged down
in Southeast Asia at little cost to
them." he explained.
"Others say the Soviets would
like to see a settlement in Southeast Asia because they are afraid
that Red China would be the
ultimate winner." he continued.
"Although Soviets frequently
condemn our presence in Southeast Asia, on my last trip to
Russia I met three or four Russians, including one Russian official, who said privately that
they were unhappy we were there
because we were a barrier to Red
Chinese influence" Grothe said.
"That’s not the official viewpoint, of course, but privately,
some Russians will admit to this,"
he added.
Grothe has visited Russia four
times, the last in 1968.
When asked if it was possible

General Chorus
Performs Today
The General Chorus of the music department will tiold its last
concert of the semester today in
the Concert Hall as 11:30 a.m.
The free concert is entitled
Morning Musical anti will contain seven numbers; "Echo Song
by Lasso," "Sing We" and "Chant
It" by Morley; "Three Ilungarian Folk Songs" by Sieber; "Sure
on This Shining Night" by Barber; "I Hear a Voice A-Prayin’ "
by Bright; "Jubilant Song" by
della Joio; and "Teu Deum" by
Mozart.
The General Chorus is open
to all music majors and is directed by Cherie Curry of the
music department.

I hat the U.S. I:1.11 e into Candi.
oia could cause the Russians and
Chinese to have a meeting of
minds, he replied, "No, the differences are too basic."
What are the bases of the deep
rift?-- "The two countries have
ideological differences," he said.
"You can’t have two popes. Each
thinks it is the true interpreter
of Marx and Lenin," he explained.
"Historically, there have been
differences. The Czars took Chinese land which the Chinese
think ought to be theirs," Grothe
said.
"Conflict is bound to come
front two Communist giants
which are in two varying stages
of development. The Chinese
think the Russians should have
helped them more economically."
he concluded.
What affect, if any, does he
think our move into Cambodia
will have on the SALT (strategic arms limitation talks)?
"Temporarily, the Russians may
make a lot of propaganda out
of this, but the SALT talks are
in their interests and when
somethin gis in their interests
they proceed, I strongly doubt
that the talks will be cut off," he
said.
The propaganda the Russians
can create over Cambodia helps
"take attention away from their
problems," he asserted.
He also said that he thought
top Russian officials would gladly trade problems with Nixon any
day.
He described some of the Russian problems.
"Their Gross National Product
is less than one-half ours. They
spend about the same on defense as we do and spend a lot
on space," he stated.
"They have terrific economic
problems."
’They have problems with dissident intellectuals and students,"
he continued.
"They have grave problems
with their Chinese brothers and
with certain of their European
satellites, mainly Czechoslovakia."
"They have problems with
their Arab clients."
"They have problems with nonRussian nationalities, which comprise about 50 per cent of the
Soviet population, not to mention
their cold war problem with us,"
he concluded.

Minn"

Daily Political Writer
Some 63 per cent of the students and 44 per cent of the
community interviewed in a recent poll believed that the invasion of Cambodia by American troops was an act of aggression.
During the week of May 11-15,
three SJS communication classes
of the Speech-Communications
Department conducted a student
and community survey concerning Cambodia and Carrent buttes
related to student activism,
Personal interviews were conducted with 475 students and 171
members of the community.
Members of the community were
contacted by telephone after having their names randomly chosen
from the telephone book.
Most of the public was cooperative. Out of 345 calls only

011

Trustee Meeting
Set for May 26, 27
In Los Angeles
The regularly scheduled California State College Board of
Trustees meeting will be held
May 26-27 in the third floor auditorium of the California Fed
eral Building, 5670 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles.
Committee sessions begin both
days at 9 a.m., with the full
hoard convening at 1:30 p.m.
May 27.

81 people refused to answer and
93 could not be contacted for
various reasons.
Approximately 30 percent of
the community and students combined who felt the invasion of
Cambodia was an act of aggression, said they would be in favor
of the action if the war in Southeast Asia would definitely end by
June 30.
However, 65 per cent of the
students were still opposed to the
aggression and 51 per cent of the
public were opposed. About half
the public and two-thirds of the
students felt that the involvement in Cambodia would not
shorten the war in Southeast
Asia.
Approximately the same proportion of the students and the
public had an unfavorable opinion in general about the Nixon
administration’s Southeast Asian
policy. More than half the students said they had become more
opposed to the policy since the
Cambodia invasion while about
half of the public said their opinions had not changed.
The public was evenly divided
on the issue of the President’s
responsiveness to public opinion.
Some 44 per cent of the students
believed he was responsive, while
46 percent felt he was not.
According to the poll, students
and the public make about equal
use of television and radio as
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Daly photo by Wayne Salvatore
Turner, right, and David Barnwell will
NEW LEADERS Craig
head the Spartan Daily editorial and advertising staffs during
the fall 1970 semester. Turner was recently elected to his new
position while Barnwell was appointed by the previous Advertising Manager and Adviser.

Turner Elected Editor
Craig Turner, junior journalism
major, was elected last week as
Spartan Daily Editor for the fall
semester. Appointed to the position of Daily Advertising Manager is David Barnwell, senior
advertising major.
Turner, currently assistant editor, has been on the Daily staff
for two semesters. He has worked
professionally for three city
newspapers and this summer will
be a staff writer for the Los
Angeles Times,

Coin Auto Wash
III our car oasis
for a sit iii...
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close your windows
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Previously, Turner attended
Cypress College in Southern California where he served as Editorin-Chief and Associate Editor of
the college newspaper.
Elected by editorial staff members of the Daily, Turner must
be approved by the All College
Publication Board.
Barnwell was selected by the
current Advertising Manager,
Paul Myer and the Advertising
Advisor, Clyde Lawrence. Barnwell has also attended College of
San Mateo.

The swallows are "acting peculiar," Dr. Wilfred Iltis, assistant professor of Biological Sciences, told the Daily yesterday.
Dr. Iltis was active in the recent crusade to save the swallows
nests from being "hosed down"
by Buildings and Grounds authorities.
Three weeks ago, the swallows
began nesting on the SJS library
and engineering buildings, said
Dr. Iltis. Then, "something happened."
"On those buildings (Old Library and Tower Hall) which were
previously hosed down, the swallows are not building nests," Dr.
Iltis said, He added that the

sources of information about the
Southeast Asian war. Students
though, are more likely to collect and discuss information with
friends on campus or elsewhere.
Students proved to be more diversified in collecting information
than the general public.
About two-thirds of the public
and three-fourths of the students
thought there was a ,need for
more rapid change in society.
More than 80 per cent of both
groups said students should actively support the changes.
Recently reported campus activism apparently changed the
mind of 62 per cent of the public
concerning the college community. Those who indicated a change
of attitude, 41 per cent became
more anti -student and 35 per cent
pro-student. Students were evenly split on this question.
Of the students who had
changed their attitudes, 54 per
cent had become more pro-student and thought that activism
was a meaningful movement.
More than two-thirds of the
students endorsed the current options available as a response to
the threat of a strike (each student having the choice to attend
classes or devote his time to the
anti-war effort without penalty).
A little over half the public
said a campus-wide strike was
not justified as a protest to the
war in Southeast Asia.

swallows had started nesting on
these buildings, but only for a
day or so.
"I’m not accusing anybody of
anything," Dr. Iltis said. "I just
want to publicly express my Puzzlement."
Dr. Iltis continued that he
found it a "strange coincidence"
that the birds won’t nest on the
buildings authorities objected to
before. "Maybe we have birds
that read newspapers," he quipped.
Byron Bollinger, head of Building and Grounds, said yesterday
that "absolutely nothing" had
been done to discourage the swallows from nesting. "I’ve only seen
two swallows all year," he added.

Crisis Center
To Re-Open
The Crisis Center, a program
innagurated last semester to aid
students seeking emotional and
tutoring help will again be open
during finals week.
According to Ron Barrett, College Union director, the crisis
center headquarters has been established on the first level of the
CU, where counselors can talk
with students and try and alleviate some of their emotional
problems. The Crisis Center slogan is, "if you feel down, drop
down."
Telephones will be installed to
receive calls from students.
Tutorial services will also be
provided. Crisis workers hope
that students take advantage of
the services offered and the
chance to relate to some of the
faculty workers.
The games room and several
lounges will be open to provide
the students with entertainment
and it place to relax and study.
The increased hours of operation during finals week May 27June 4 will be 7 a.m. to 3 am.
The CU, will be closed from 3
a.m. to 7 a.m, each morning
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Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
attributed campus unrest Friday
to a "small hardcore of hell -raisers who want to overturn the
system for the sake of chaos
alone."
"They burn, pillage and destroy
because they rebel against their
lack of creativity," Agnew said.
But, he added, although they
are few in number, "they have
had a shattering impact."
Agnew’s comments came in a
speech prepared for a Texas Republican fund-raising dinner.
The vice president said campus
dissenters are encouraged by "an
equally small number of faculty
members who apparently cannot
compete legitimately within the
system or do not choose to do
so."
"It is my honest opinion," he
said, "that this hardcore of faculty and students should be identified and dismissed from the college community lest they, like a
cancer, destroy it."
Agnew, repeating his statement of a week ago to keep
speaking out "until those selfrighteous lower their voices a few
decibles," also criticized opponents in the press and in Congress.
He said the Washington Post

Swallows Won’t Nest; Prof Puzzled
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Agnew Hits Students Again

Large Percentage of Citizens, Students
Consider Cambodian Invasion Aggressive
By ROBEliT CABEOIO
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According to Dr. Iltis, some
people think the swallows are
just "discouraged" from nesting
on these buildings because they
(swallows) couldn’t nest on them
before, "Discouragement is not a
good argument," Dr. Iltis said.
"Even when the nests were washed down, the swallows would try
to build their nests again within
two hours."
"Hopefully," Dr. Iltis concluded, "someone has an explanation."

Agnew
and the New York Tic:
targets in the past, had been
"hysterical" in their recent criticism of his speeches. He said
their "rhetoric" has contributed
more to unrest on campuses and
throughout the nation than he
does.
"Every time I criticize what I
consider to be excesses and faults
in the news business. I am accused of repression and the leaders of the various professional
groups e it e the First Amendment at na.." Agnew said.

Stock Decline
Stock prices dropped again Friday. but at a much slower clip
than in the previous sessions.
The Dow Jones average of 30
industrials closed off 3.08 at 662.17, its lowest level since March
1, 1963, when it stood at 659.72
Friday’s decline brought the
total loss in the Dow average
since Tuesday to 40.64 points.
One analyst, who appeared to
voice the opinions of many financial observers, said that "the lack
of confidence in the White House
is reflected in the stock market.
If people had confidence in the
White House that they should
have, they would start buying."

METHODS AND PROBLEMS
The program will provide students with four courses which
will include a junior seminar on
"Methods and Problems in American Studies," a senior seminar
on "Selected Topics in American
Civilization," "Special Problems
in American Civilization" and a

!many. a Fresno State
tudent, said Friday minority students have asked that
federal troops be sent in to protect students.
Germany said the troops were
requested on the grounds that
police officers have harrassed
students and made attempts to
provoke them into confrontations.
He claimed non -campus police
who arrived on school property
in force Friday "actively threatened Black students."
Germany said the request was
made by telegram to Rep. 13. F.
Sisk and Assemblyman Leon
Ralph, D-Los Angeles, among
others.

Georgia March
About 30() civil rieht s demonstrators, many of them Black
from a local high school, marched
out of Forsyth, Ga., shortly afternoon Friday, despite reports of an
alleged plot to kill one of them.
At the head of the procession
was an old mule-drawn wagon
carrying three caskets symbolizing the death of 12 persons in
recent violence on and off college campuses. Immediately behind, five young Blacks carried
another casket.

City Will Hear
Violence Report
San Jose City Council today
will receive the San Jose Police
Department (SJPD) report on
possible police overreaction during the May 4th student confrontation.
According to information from

Fall Program Opens
In American Studies
American Studies, an interdepartmental Bachelor of Arts degree program, will be able to accommodate only 50 students next
fall.
The program offers the student
an integrated study of American
culture, concentrating on American history, literature and the
arts, philosophy, politics, society
and the environment, according
to Dr. Harrison McCreath,
speech-communication and humanities.
"Its sphere is cultural history
the history of the American
past in terms of both popular
culture, what masses of Americans have felt and thought, and
the ’high’ culture, what our important writers, artists thinkers
have to say. Additionally, how
this reflects on some of the deeper meanings of American life,"
explained Dr. Robin Brooks, associate professor of history and
New College.

Police Harrassmenf

senior thesis, according to Dr.
McCreath who is currently coordinating the program,
"In my American Studies 101
course next semester, I want to
look at American views of nature, and in particular to trace
the environmental history of
Santa Clara Valley, as a way of
illustrating the kind of methods
and problems that this interdisciplinary approach can imploy,"
commented Dr. Brooks who is
president of the Northern California chapter of the American
Studies Association.
OVER-SPECIALIZATION
"One of our hopes in this new
program," Dr. Brooks continued,
"is that American Studies can
overcome some of the unfortunate over-specialization which
characterizes the education.,
process today."
"Its purpose is to provide a
liberal education for a enlightened citizenship, preparation for
graduate study, a major for elementary or secondary teacher,
or preparation for careers in last .
public service or government."
added Dr. McCreath,
Students who wish to enroll a;
majors, minors or want more information should contact Dr. MeCreath, SD210. SJS students can
pre-register.

City Hall the police report will
probably be read during the afternoon session. The report is
item No. 101 on the public welTare section of the agenda.
Reliable police sources reveal
that the report will be submitted
but add that further investigation will be necessary to finish
the case. More complaints have
to be checked out and there will
probably be a meeting scheduled
fel. a face to face discussion bee eon all involved parties, stated
1,,,Oca authorities. This meeting
tt .11 be scheduled next week after all complaints have been
checked and all witnesses interviewed.
The May 4th confrontation resulted in at least four student
injuries when police allegedly
turned on students during a
peaceful march near Fifth and
Williams Streets. The injured
students were SJS journalism
students. Some of them claim
that they had shown the plainclothes officers their press badges
prior to the outbreak of violence.
Persons interested in the council hearing should be sure to be
at the council chambers iR01 N.
First Street) for the afternoon
session. Council meetings begin
at 1:30 p.m. and there is a dinner break at 530 P.m. The meeto in.
ing resumes ai
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Nationwide Movement

$4 Trillion Price Tag

War Is Expensive!
"Security" and pride may cost
the world $4 trillion in the next
ten years as countries big and
small join the military club.
Details of arms spending have
been compiled by the UNIESCO
magazine Courier.
Eight years ago the aimed or
arming members tit the world
spent $120 billion.
"If a dollar bill were dropped
once each sissind. it would take
5,750 years tor the last bill to
drop of the $182 billion the
world spent on armaments in
1967." according to the Courim

veloping nations huge sums. Although the average yearly income in India and Pakistan CI /1111
to about $10 per head. "they
keep more than two million men
under arms and maintain expensive navies."
The proximity of countries
feared by the smaller developing nations also gives rise to high
military budgets. Countries like
Thailand and South Korea take
their armaments clue from the
pioming presence of Chairman
Mao.

report.

16 Soldiers
In Protest

The world figure is expected
to pass $400 billion per year
in the ’70’s. Of this total. the
U.S. and Russia spent 75 percent.
Secretary of Defense Melvin
Laird recently asked tilt Senate
Armed Services Committee and
Defense Appropriations. for an
additional $1 billion to expand
the Antiballistic system by protecting a Minuteman site at
Whiteman, MiSsOUri and do preliminary work in fise other areas.
The Congress has atria/ly allocated $3 billion b a the ABM
system.
Devices like ABM, nuclear submarines and research push the
costs of arms up.
In addition to the cost of security, knowing that you’ve got
as much, if not more than the
other gus. was like Vietnam and
the Middli East require a constant suppls id bombs, shells and
bullets.
But in addition to the countries is hitt base the economic
it
the small, decapidaloy
velopm..; ,iuntries often spend
on
arms as they
much
twice as
receive in economic aid, according
to the Ciorier report.
The Pearson Report, Called
Partners in Deselopment. says
"Much for -em aid was granted
in the 19511, /nable some countries to maintAin large armed
forces rat h-, than promote eonomic growl h
Regiona - rem rit y costs de-

At fu.st. 16 scidiers of the American 25th lbs i-ion refused to
leave their base in South Vietnam, accompanying their unit into Cambodia.
Finally, under the belief they
would not cross the Cambodian
frontier, all 16 agreed to go to a
forward Vietnamese command
base.
However, the dissident soldiers
have moved at least four miles
into Cambodia. When last reported, the soldiers were on the
outskirts of the Cambodian village of Phum TOIS11011S.
All the protesting soldiers are
members of A Company. Third
Battalion, 22nd Infantry, 25th Infantry Division.
"We have no business here. We
have enough troubles in Vietnam." said one of the soldiers.
PFC Hairy Veon, 20, of Darlington, Pa.
protesting
Another of the
soldiers, Spec. 4 Willie Clark. 21,
of Monroe, La., explained, "I
realize this morning I just did
not want to come here IC:onbodia t. I told my platoon leader
that I woudn’t come."
Platoon leader of the batallion’s
D Company, Lieutenant Dick
Dent. ’22, said, "soldiers feel we’re
doing mom than nevessary."

Student strikes, product boycotts, Impeachment petition
drives and political activities were being organized by youths
at colleges and high schools throughout the country In the wake
of the movement of U.S. troops into t’ambottia. A Nation’s!
Journal survey of the student activities shows:
STRIKES: Fran’ a total of 470 colleges on istrike for at least
dav during the week preceding the Washington demmudraHon, the number w Rh strikes was down to 278 on May 13.
.vi on 246 of the 276 campuses; Is colleges were
Classes coati
closed down; and 17 had their campuses open but classes closed.
Intormation about the high schools was more sketchy, with
Rednood High School, Redwood City, CaRforoks
out) ene
reported closed down. But another 131 high schools reported

(ladle, %%ere boycotted.
1.011111 ING: At least eight colleges formed groups to lobby
Congress on anti -war legislation; and un May 13, a national
coordination group based in Washington and known as Project
thosestrings was formed to make the drive on Capitol Hill a
nationally organized effort. The colleges are Columbia, Brantleis..toilierst, Darin lllll th, Princeton, Tale, Brown, and Orange
County ( o lllll 11111i1V Collegt in Middletown, N.Y.
POLITICS: Youth Franchise Coalition, based In Washington,
as
Is recruiting established youth -oriented organizations such
message of
to push for
the Sanaa:II Eittlea tiall Association
IS.
voting age to
legislation lowering the mini
In addition, the Harland Graduate School of Education and
Brim...tit/1 %sill shin doWli for two weeks before the elections
net
fall to cis e students anti faculty time to work for candiIs art. considering nrirallatr action.
dates. Other set
1101TOT7’s: StIldelits at four colleges have organized to
!mantel I’ all ecion lllll le boycott against the Coca Cola Company
’Wrote the firms’ depenpans- to de
and Philip Morris C
dello lilt t Ile p mill market :mod protest what the students call
their connection, ’overtly tor ctnertly,’ with the war. The colleges :ire George Washington University, Clark University, Worchester, Mass.; ’Jarmo College, Bingluunton, N.Y., and Brown
I ’Ith I’

R.I.

S.

11111.ViT RESIS’1.1NCI:: Four collegtat have organized draft
prottst organizations that provide data on conscientious objecopposition to the draft. (inc such group at
tion and tin llllll
is seeking
Union tor National Draft Opposition
to form chapters at (.0111.CP,4 t 11 1.1111Chlati the eountry. The other
..i’it,mmm Is iii its iii are the University of Pennsyhallia, Boston
l’iliVersilv

and

Brandeis.

PETITIONS: Students at the University of
petitions across the country
eireillating
calliog for impeachment if Vice President Agnew "for crossing
state lines to invite a riot:" Amherst students are organizing
a national center tor a petition 4111%e to impeach Mr. Nixon and
Agnew: Willi:cos College students are seeking signatures on
petitions :isking for the resignation of Attorney General John
N. Nlitchell,
0111E11 ACTIVITIES: Students from Brown and Dartmouth
are organizing a ealtipaigio it el insinee New Englanders to withdraw s7tlit each irom their banks in protest against the war.
Union College :old Princeton students have collected 7,653 draft
talla Wing to Serve, A "national strike
cards front
week" is being planned loy students at Prineeton for the week
of Ilay 27.
Reprintcd with permission from the National Journal,
IMPEAt trtIENT

Massaidouseltes

art

Medical Care by Radio
By STEVE SWENSON
Daily Feature Editor
Besides voluptuous sensuallyclad coeds, a new group of people
have received stares and attention in the past three weeks.
They are the walkie-tidkie crews.
The crews are loosely organized bodies set up to report medical needs and to help keep order
at rallies and marches.
"The walkie-talkies are for the
co-ordlnation of medical resistance," said Chris lineman, junior
philosophy-psycholugy major and
member of the student medics.
The medics have had walkie-

ACLU Seeking Order
Restricting S.J. Police
Due to student complaints of
tilleged police brutality during
t he May 4 (’iinfront ition, the
Santa Clara County ACLU is
seeking a temporal,’ and permanent injunction against the city
if San Jose to curtail the use of
plainclothes police and to have
itolice bear some type of identification,
The injunction also calls for
the restraining from use of unnecessary form in demonstrations
and asks that the city provide
monitors, independent of the police force, for marches.
The case of Dr. Eldred Rutherford (chairman cif ACLUt vs.
Mayor Ron James began Friday
in court before the Hon. Robert
F. Peckham. Attorney for the
plaintiff is Howard An:twilit and
representing the defense for the
city is Keith Dobbs.
Evidence introduced by Ana wait included still black and
white photd2graphs, a short film
liv NNTV newsmon and a witness, Dou!..,,Lts 1",’,’ titan from the
campus Radio-TV new, cent,r.
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I don’t think
t hemselves
rtvic.il movements." said
Fereyd:oun (Fred, NOUrZad, SJS
senior from Teheran, Iran.
Nourzact a Persian, is a Business ArInnnistration major. He
came to San Jose five years ago
on a student visa, prior to that
he spent two years at Crawley
College in Sussex, England.
Iran is conmletely a police
state, it is a dictatorship. "You
can’t have dens ’’r m’s where a
dreo’t edmajority of the o:
ucated," he said vlica-t ST .:.
popolasion at Iran is
cent if
ii

,,

,I1.1

,
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AEWAll’s l’ItOTEsT
There has always been protest
in Iran, but not as it is known
here. Only a small amount of the
people protest, those mainly students. The students are the only
ones educated and aware of the
facts. said Nourzad. The people
can’t organize, you never see any
marching ds you do in America;
and there Is iii, such thing as
getting a pernot lit march peacefully’,
Another kr f.ictor for the lack

of protest, is that many people
who spoke out against the guysuddenly Ms:ill:ea red.
tm
People are simply afraid to talk.
he said. Although I’m in favor if
the right to dissent and to voice
these protests, I’m not in favor
of radical movements. Radical actions only harm the student. They
bring public opinion against the
student. The public tends to class
all students as radicals, said
Nourzad.
"The great emphasis on material objects, this is where a lot
of Americans are missing the
boat," he said. The American culture is based on the idea of material wealth, that of Iran is not.
The Iranian culture is based on
the family unit. The father is the
head and the ultimate of the
household, he said. The woman’s
role is to take (sire of the house
and raise children and most important not to question the actions of her husband. I feel this
to be a major factor for the !
little divorces, he said. "I do
think it is very important for It
woman to haste other interests: ;
however, there is a different ,
when a woman is ambitious," h
added You can’t have a happy
home, when this happens. kond
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Persian cooking is what I miss
the most, said Ncurzad. He is
planning to go to Iran this summer for a visit with his family.

TOWNE THEATRE
HESTER I THE ALAMEDA

MY
OWN.
Hygienic Deodorant Spray..
for women only.
Available also be
cleansing iou skim.

297-7030

The only beer that
always tastes ht
enough to have another.

AMERICA PLENTIFUL
"The most significant difference from Iran and America is
that America is so plentiful
with jobs, food and money." There
is not this richness in Iran, he
said.

SUMMER
JOBS

FULL TIME PAY
PART TIME WORK

LONG HAIR IS IN
AND WE LOVE IT
Our all women barber shop keeps
all you long hairs well trimmed
S.3.00 am! up
and in style.

ST. CLAIRE BARBER SHOP
M -F 9-6,

crew to "enable instant information" to prevent any further
trouble.
Olsen said, "The reason that
Frank and I used the walkietalkies is because as members of
the judiciary. it is a way to contribute to keeping things cool
without violating the integrity of
the judiciary."
"Some people would get into
trouble if they didn’t know what
was there," Olsen explained. Ile
referred to the march on ’Tuesday, May 12, when patrolmen
would have met the crowd at
First Street had not that information been relayed to the walkat-talkie crew that succissiii in
keeping the crowd near campus.
Olsen anti Haber’s crew numbered as much as 12 at one point.
According to Olsen, they used a
modification of the "10-Code."
Instead of wasting time with
repeated long sentences, the code
enables such walkie-talkie jargon
as: 10-4 lokay or acknowledgement 1, 10-1 treading poorly), 1019 Igo back to a previous locationl, and 10?23 (stand by).
Hileman had pointed out that
walkle-talkies are "roughly millLoy in its conception" but they
ais- peaceful in their purpose on

$$ EARN BIG
DOUGH DURING
THE SUMMER $$

HAIR

88 W. San Carlos,

lot of women a ’mg, rig this Wits.
plas
The \l,lem
an impoltant role in the cultmr.
The religion is a very rigid structure. known as the seet Cheeie.
About 97 per cent of the people
are of this religion. The religion
virtually controls everything in
the country. Moslem religion has
played a major factor in the resistence of Communism, The Moslems simply regard the Communist as being an atheist. Therefore the Iranians were blind to
their teachings. Religion in the
United States isn’t as domineering as Iran’s; in America the
church is more of a business. This
reverts back to your materialistic concept, he said.

Concerning the film Channel
11 said, "The quality of the film
is sueli to make it unerrorable."
’Hwy also said the film in no
way had been edited.
Anawalt stated the film depicted
some of the tic oity which took
place and 5b. suit some of the
weapons tia al by police.
A photo allmm of 10 to 12 pictures depicted plainclothesmen
using mace, black jacks and padded black gloves, said the plaintiff’s attorney. He added that the
photos show the unidentified
operating
in
plainclothesmen
groups and personal attacks.
Freeman testified as to his
presence in a photograph taken
at the confrontation.
Introduced as evidence for the
city were affidavits of Police
Chief Ray Blackmore and seven
of his men.
The judge will take current
evidence under submission and
will receive more affidavits from
the city’s attorney tomorrow. A
ruling in the case may take a
orange if days to a week.

SWINGING COUPLES. DISCREET SINGLES.
Wanted to see "ALL THE LOVING COUPLES".
A motion picture about swinging. If you have
any hangups or are insincere we’ll straighten
you out. Join "ALL THE LOVING COUPLES"
for an uninhibited good time. ContactKathy
and Dale, Natalie and Irv, Thelma and Mike,
Liz and Mitch.

Iranian Student Links His Country’s Police State to Illiteracy
Its .101TE liAZARIAN
Special to tile Dailv

talkies at all rallies, marches.
the ’Spring-in’ rock concert and
the Hell’s Angels sears’ around
Hileman
afterwards,"
campus
said. "We also act as kind of an
internal police force fiat the
nvirehes using the wa 1k m’- t a I kies
for monitor duties."
Roger Olsen, graduate student
in psychology, and Frank Haber,
graduate student in international
relations, got hold of two walkietalkies after the trouble on Fifth
Street May 11 limit membeis of
the A.S. Judiciary, Olsen the
Chief Justit-t- and Haber an Associate Justice, they saI up a

292 4894

Why grub along at
some menial job!!
You can earn as
much as $1500 or
more this summer
and still have
plenty of free
time for summer fun.
Liberal arts background helpful.
Must have can but
no travel required.
Applications now
being accepted

574-2914
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Ombudsmen: ’People’s Tribune:
SJS’ Ralph Poblano will never
have to worry about being an
ombudsman in a sound-proof office. The walls of Barracks ’9’
seem to amplify passing voices.
sonnets "even the sun shining" fur the man whose job it is
to handle "static" from all segments of the campus eommunity.
The Swedish concept of "ombudsman." established in 1809,
was the prototype for SJS’ version.
The concept
crIercording to Alfred flex()lius, Swedish Ombudsman who spoke heie
last week, when a governor ord-

ered a farmer whipped ha
-obeying an order during the
against Napoleon. The ombudsman etiticized the :oaken and
ordered the governeir prosecuted.
Since then the job «iquivalent
to that of a l’.S. Supreme Ocurt
Just iced gives the ondeudsman
the right to imestigate situations after a citizen’s complaiht
or on his own initiative, examine
complaints against the judiciary
and the administration arid yder
prosecution if necessary, inspect
the courts and be idstrumental
uniform application
of Ilia hoc.

Poblano commented that he has
been stud) log the Sweetish -Finnish ombudsman concept for 0%.er
two years.
". .
One of my itbels," said
PohLino. "are th. Swedish and
Finnish people who suppoi t tha
idea of a man s’, ho is in nobody’s
pocket, The poorest and Holiest
can come to him . .. minus bureaucratic trappings."
SJS’ ombudsman was established in 1967 when former President Robert D. Clark tippointell
the coll).ie’s first enniiii-be,an to
11
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Nerves Shot to Hell in Vietnam
Alan Golden is a parent, a 25year-old veteran with n two year
old child. At laast he and 31) other parents are opposed to the
war in Indochina,
California Student Offensive
(CSO) "Parent Conferences" are
held to bring concerned ixirents.
whatever their reasons, together
with students and teachers on
the campus.
Usually they come to learn to
learn about the war, to leant
about what to do.
Golden already knows what Bs.?
war is about.
He does not claim to be extraordinary in his understanding, he
does not like to speak as he
sometimes loses his temper. What
he saw in Vietnam has already
been reported a hundred times
in the newspapers.
But the very fact maybe 100,000 men walking around today,
who can tell the same things
he can, have been through the
same things he has been through,
is prhaps, significant in itself.
"No, after the first month I
wasn’t prejudice of any Vietnamese . . . but I personally participated in the wiping out of
two villages," related Golden as
he sat among students and forty
year old concerned parents from
the PTA.
He served. he related. from
1965-66, this may make his perceptions on the war slightly outdated. The search end destroy
missions that he went on have
since been discontinued as a
major tat ic but indiscrimina te
violence continues to flare tip
whenever Amirican troops march
in large scale.
In Cambodia, a village has been
wiped out already.
"What we’d do, he said W
that we’d go into these %Mira
one day as the goody goody il
handing out candy and medic
... then two or three weeks lai

we’d get the’-,. ’
from upstairs that
VC hangout and to a lac
everything
in it. ..
"We’d very generously shower
the village) with pamphlets, telling them to get oat . . . except
they couldn’t read.
"We’d run through the village,
with everybody just standing
around!, and shoe et anything that
moved . . then later we’d come
hack through and see the women
and children that had been killed
...and we’d see those pamphlets
lying all around .. nobody had
even bothered to pick them

breaking you down to build you
to fit their mold. . .
"In Vietnam all We read was
. the
the Steers and Stripes .
news was so distorted we all
thought the hippies were taking
over back home and it got so
that we didn’t know which was
better, staying thera or coming
back home. . .
"I came back after gett Inv shot
I was so paranoid
up .
show you how much I was
washed
. . I’d ix. driving :0,4,
in my uniform and I’d see the.,
long haired people thumbing a
ride
. at first I was afraid of
them going ’GI. pow,’ but eventually I began talking to some of
them.

Golden denied that there was
any malice behind the killings.
"It’s just that they told us they
were Viet Cong, and we’d hit the
village so fast, we just shot at
anything that moved. The army
controls you by playing on your
fears."

"For the first time I got to
know those people, and I might
add that I had never had such
meaningful contacts before’.’’
He’ eventually contacted someone in the peace movement anti
he and his wife have been canvassing door to door for the last
few weeks.
A corps of veterans, which Golden may or may not be a part of,
is being formed to supplement
the Speaker’s Bureau in the eellege union. They have the potential to counteract the emotional claims that those who
want peace in Vietnam, haven’t
been there.
"The only guys who want to go
back to Vietnam for the third or
fourth time," said Golden, "Are
those who, maybe drive a truck
down to Cameron Bay and get
or the
shot at maybe once. . .
psychos
90 per cent of those
on the lines want to get out as
soon as they can."

When he got hack, Golden says
his nerves were shot. He remembers nearly turning his car, with
his family riding, off the side of
the road when he hoard shots
from rifle practice at Fort Ord.
"I nearly killed ms kid brother. too," he relatel "I was trying to relax . . . with the radio
somebody
going full volume .
must have turned it off. Anyway.
the next thing I know is that I
had my brother up against the
wall with my hand around his
neck. ,
Golden still claims to he suffering from his experience in the
army.
"It’s a complete brainwashing
you go thronah in the army ..
all through basic training they’re
-- -
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RedTape ’Teacher Leaving’
,
.ich on the
anteted.iiian and the
is perceived by the teen) -

ink’ anj
though the ombudsman o.n.
was set up in Sweden woo d
view to mut 1.11111.4 a VIE I/I 11. y
IIISKM’a I riglrt s" a new view
VAS tiklaY.
’The SI :Ile ’NMI(’ tee It otil
watch all ’is ii rights but pH mote economic Ulla social $ec. II 1. . without iinnecessiera inty
trusion into anyone’s privao
life." said Bexeliets.
"The prieacy and ditOtil
Man must he rest weird as 0.
ins WWI I bell/311P, .1., .1 r. metal mow
hot
dependent on th,
11 o
. I, I ti
vont
.
n in
which
hi.
:Mist

range from
stud nt treatmant by the college
to moon festkals and getting
someone out of jail.
"When I flrst cam:. here I in
19681 there ev:Is eteat concern
ewer ethnic and racial groups on
etiMptts. Use. attempted to work
with groups zenr1 individuals and,
through them to bring a better
balance to the inequalities of
higher education," Poblatio said.
Admissions, grades, and employment opportunities for students also occupy his time, as

’I hub) also floats free. getting
’ale’s just to hear what stti.1,11, :,re talking about :met to
a -e how they are being treated
In the staff.
I deal with impossible situatrying to evaluate and
ta
c,olve them" through persuasion
11,1 cum wont ise. Pobla no said
sethat 5.15 has matly avenUeS
lilac,
floss ever, the SJS ombudsman,
like the) Swedish earntudsniiiii.
ilties not have the power to threeLea remedy a situation
"But %%P arts and cot net’’ whorl ties are less inclined se, disregard the lass’ to serve the wants
of the government if the people’s
tribune is looking," commented
Bexelitts.
After his speech, Bexelius was
asked if he thought the ombudsman concept could be used cffectively in the U.S. Ile replied
that the channels provided by
II

the constitution would prohabla
be sufficient as long as the right,
and the channels which protect

Poblano Seeks Help
SJS Ombudsman Ralph

Pob-

lano is asking for th» ;INNIS thrice
of all departments anel lacuna
to re-hire Dr Bernadyne
assist:int pnifessor of psychology.
"Another good teacher Is leasing our campus," Poblano said,
"Why dues this happen so often?"
Dr. Allen was instrumental in
instigating a lunch prow am fur
kindergarteners in East San Jose
and the voluntary $1 per student
EOP referendum, Publano ex.!
plained.

Allen taught under one-year contracts.
Also, it isn’t taillege policy to
re-hire temporary teachers for
a third year, which would lead to
tenure. Sawrey stated.
Dr. Sawrey complemented Dr.
Allen on her "good job" in teaching some FOP classes, but unless
the college allocates more positions in the Psychology Department, there will be no position
open for her next fah.

Dr. James SaVaTey, laiyehOlogy
department chairman, said Or.
Allen was hired to replace two
instructors on sabbatical.
In the two years she has been
here, Dr. Sawrey continued. Dr
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Coeds Chosen as Ambassadors
Sandi

Douglas,

junior

social

science major, and Lorenza Cadent’, freshman in the Chicano
FOP program, have been selected
to study in foreign countries this
summer by the Community Ambassador Program of the Experiment in International Living.
Miss Ilouglas, active in A.S
committees and the Panhellenic
Council, will go to Spain. while
Miss C’adena will travel to Mexico.
A person best learns to understand the people of another country and their cultures by living
among them as a member of a
family is the philosophy of the
Experiment in International Living The organization was founded in 1932 and is an independent,
non-profit. educational organization.
The Community Ambassador

I..:rain of the
Expel iment is
sponsored by local civic leaders
interested in furthering international understanding in the
community. They raise funds and
give partial scholarships to local
college students. Seleat ion is competitive on the basis ot applica-

non iorms anti personal
view,

inter-

When Ambassad ars iire selected
part itt their commitment is to
agree to reinrn to the community
about their ex-

and t,
teriete

-

Voter Registrar Announces Deadline
For State Election Absentee Ballots
Tn.
deaf/101e
to register tor
absentee ballots for the coming
state elections is Tuesday. May

26.
Ballots

may

be

obtained

at

the Santa Clara Registrar Office,
45 W. St. James St. The of[ice is open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Also, Absentee babots may be
received through the mail if the
voter writes a letter to the registrar office giving the reason why
it is needial, his. local address,
where he would like it mailed,
and his signature.
The letter shoidd he addressed
1147. The
to Post Office
deadline is still

Newspapers
Give Riles

Nod for Post
Wilson itihs, is ho a. !tinning
against his boss, Max Rafterty,
state superintendent of public instruction, for his post said he
has been endorsed by seven California newstamers.
They are the Los Angel,,
Times, the San Franvisco Chronicle. the San Rafael -Independent
Jorirnat The Los Angeles Senni The Sacramento Bee, The
Fresno Bee and the Modesto flee.
Th I.A. Times has said that
Riles "has experience and demonstrated his ability as deputy
state superintendent."
Despite these endorsements,
Riles trails Rafferty in the Califurnia Poll. It shows nine per
eent of the voters favoring him
pared to the 41 per cent

College, Santa Vilre
Providing Trim P. ,..zgram
SJS and the Santa Clara
County I Thee of F.:location WI’)
otter a -\-w,,,1: in-service train-

and referral
Regist rat ..

.,, tour counts
ing
,:.., owe counselors
agencies I...
workers.
.- d
and pupil
Taking pia, . rrt..
July 31, the th
ill
of training
elni Int,
JONA i
Santa Clara County
Probation leepart:,,,
Velfare
Departna
IT, mil Health De;,.
the Family Service Agency.
The pimp’s, if the ill’,
will he to increase the
sional experiences of taana, ra- .
teacheas and other pupil perdrnel workers, helping them to gam
additional insight and unite: standing in the field. At the same
time, the program will strive to
improve communications and understanding between the schodls

Boyle,

SJS Tower Hall The Building That Lives
P:BITOWS NOTE: This article
cunt:hides II aeries on campus
hb.torleal landmarks.
By

Bitt
alleCLELLIN
Daily Staff Writer

This is the story of Tower Hall
- the building that lives because
people care.
In 1906, the Ionic brick building that principally housed the
California State Normal College.
now SJS, was so badly shaken
by the San Francisco earthquake,
it was razed.
In 1910, after rebuilding on the
same site, Tower Hall, now the
oldest public college building in
California, with its classroom
capacity of 600. opened.
When the hall opened, the normal college had not yet outgrown
Washington Square
27 acres
of land bordered by Fourth, San
Fernando, Seventh and San Carlos streets.
Then, students still came
this college on a Southern P
cif ic train which ran down Fowl,.
St. and stopped at the collece
main entrance, off San Anton , Street.
Visitors to the ball were ine
pressed by the mosaic and to..
decorated arcade, "its masterly’
design and strength against the
elements." the five-story toverr
and the reserved reading and
scienee rooms.
San Jose newspaper mole

the following observations in 1910.
"The
school
is
attracting
w,,r1d-with attention because of
the building’s immense proportions and unusual exterior finish. . . .
"The building’s style is art
nouveau, and combines examples
of Moorish, gothic. Spanish. renaissance and mission schools, ..
"It is the largest reinforced
concrete school building in ground
area to he found anywhere, and
the decorations of t he sirtict , re
are unique and demonstrate tla
possibilities of ornamentation and
use of cement."
The Tower Hail quadrangle became the scene of president’s
convocations, noon-time dances,
the crowning of homecoming
queens, the rolling of Red Cross
bandages during World Wo
and graduations.
Th,. Inost fainae:

Cr Hall is La Torre
The Tower.
Its likeness appears on emblems.
vollege letterhead stationery and
on the Daily titleplate.
Tau Delta Phi, &IS’ oldest existing fraternity, had the privledge of holding meetings in the
upper three floors of the Tower,
until it was revoked in 1963.
Then in 1963, Tower Hall was
condemned as an earthquake
hazard. The California Division of
Architecture closed the hall and
then decided to demolish it.
Students, faculty, alumni, state
and federal legislators, the state
college trustees and other intetester! persons protested the move.
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SJS Sports Review:
A Frustrating Year
By KEN LI’Tiff
May Sport* Editor
It’s never easy to put a oneword label on anything, especially
an entire year of collegiate athletics. But if there’s one adjective that can be applied to the
Spartan sports scene in 1969-70.
that word is frustration.
In a year where as much news
was made off the field as on it,
it was again the so-called "minor
sports" which provided most of
the titles and individual standouts at SJS.
The minor sports (everything
except football, basketball, baseball and track) accounted for one
NCAA championship (judo ),
three league titles (soccer, gymnastics and tennis) and a cumulative record of 66-36-2. Additionally, the Spartans had league
finishes of one second place
(golf), two thirds (water polo
and wrestling), one fourth (cross
country) and only one sixth
(swimming).
MitilltiE11411116101,11111111VISEIN
By comparison, a 28-49 overall
slate was achieved in football
(2-8), basketball (3-21), baseball
(21-18) and track (2-2, scored
meets only).
It was a sports year in which
five "new" faces took over coaching duties in football (Joe McMullen), baseball (Gene Menges),
wrestling (Bill Smith), gymnastics (Clair Jennett) and swimming (Bill Jay). But the biggest
news in the coaching field was
the retirement of internationally
acclaimed track coach Bud Winter.
Frustration keynoted track,
with no chance to defend its
NCAA title (the Spartans were
suspended for one year), a fair
evaluation of the SJS track season isn’t possible. It would have
been a different season without
the controversial suspension.
V.WWV"W*1-4V.M111/./
The Spartan sports program
received another blow when football was eliminated from the
1970-71 budget and was hurt
again when money to send
coaches to the NCAA championships was disallowed by student
council,

SPARTAN 15 VITT 7

lkfonany, !tray 75, Irl7f1

Relays Yield

But the epitomy of frustration
during the year had to belong to
coach Danny Glines and his SJS
basketball team.
After compiling a fine 16-8
mark the previous season, the
Spartans fell off to a miserable
3-21, one of the worst in their
history.
VLIVIMULIS
Although the loss of star center Darnel Hillman had a severe
affect on SJS, his absence became an illegitimate scapegoat
for a team which simply could
not play up to its potential.
Spartan football fortunes are
destined to improve, but the 1969
season was also a frustrating one,
as SJS was simply outmanned
on most occasions despite playing
its heart out each game.
With a few key base hits here
and there, the Spartan baseball
team could possibly have had a
shot at a conference championship. But despite being frustrated
at the plate, SJS posted its first
winning record in a decade, 21-18.
But it wasn’t all bad.
One of the most positive actions during the year was the
establishment of the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association as a
top-flight conference.
SJS’ decision to meet Santa
Barbara in 1970 in its eleventh
football game expedited the PCAA’s chances of attaining "major" classification by the NCAA.

fly (ANL.: WALLA( E
Dail,. Sports Writer
MODESTO
Several SJS athletes and two former Spartans
provided world class competition
at the California Relays hers. Saturday, but the rest of the team
found out the hard vkaj what
world class competition is.
Former SJS runners John Carlos and Lee Evans turned in fine
performances. Carlos coasted to
a 10.0 wind -aided victory in the
100 meters and a 20.6 win it 226
yards. Evans remained undefeated
in his brief intermediate hurdle..
with a win against American riiord holder Ralph Mann. 1,u,
were timed in 51.2.
George Carty of SJS came on
strong at the finish to win his
heat of the high hurdles in his
season best of 13.7, but his blocks
slipped !r: the finals and he was
fifth in a windy 13.8. Carty hail
to jump three high hurdles in his
section of the intermediates and
didn’t place.
Marion Anderson of SJS long jumped 25-6, but placed third behind a 1970 American best of 2623/4 by Henry Hines and a 26-03.
by Ron Coleman.
SJS coach Bud Winter praised
Elmo Dees for "a great job" in
the 440. Dees went out fast
against a strong field, but faded
slightly off the final turn and
lost to Len Van Ilofwegan, who
ran 46.9. Dees was timed in 47.0.

Good,

Nlj ton ran It. 0-tenths
off his season best in the MO at
149.5, hut it was only go.s1
enough for fifth as Pat Collins
of Oregon State had a season national best of 1:48.8.
Javelin thrower Mike Metz
(233-91, discus man Gary O’Sullivan 1174-9., and long juniper
Chuck Sundsten 124-91 had average performances, but none was
able to place in fields deep with
world class competitors. Pole

4**** *********** *********************************
a

Bad

aulter Vic Dias failed to deal
placing height, missing at 16-6 *
Miler Buck Black and 5,00i,
meter runner Gary Hansen weltunable to repeat their fine per- *
formances of lost week, both finishing far back of a fast lead +a
pace.
Sprinter Kirk Clayton. who
missed the Relays with an injury, will probably be ready for
Saturday’s Kennedy Games at
Berkeley.
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On May 3,4 31emorial Day, the
Oriental community is conduct-

EDNESDAY
ing a memorial and educational
Rally. 11).30 a.m., Seventh
program at the San Jose BuddStreet. Jess Unruh, gubernatorial
Ma Church.
candidate, will be sponsored by
the Young Democrats.
The purpose of this program is
Concert, 1230 to 1:30 p.m., C. to gain knowledge of the objecchorus
general
The
U. Ballroom.
tive picture of the intervention in
of the music department will perAsia and its influence back home.
fret:.
for
form
Benefit barbecue, 12 to 1:30
p.m., Seventh Street Barbecue
Pits. Sponsored by the History
Department, hot dogs will be on
sale with all proceeds going to
the AS. Community Involvement
Fund.
Circle K, 4:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan Room. The assistant registrar will speak on next fall’s
ANNOUNCEMENTS III
registration process. All members
, maker, hitch.
must attend if they want pre-mg DESPERATE ,I7 on way tc
privileges.
.1 back, reward.
FRIDAY
Friday Flicks, 7 and 10 pan.. YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS
5.30 eve. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J. 286NI orris Daile y. "Rosemary’s 5487. Sri E. Alexandrou.
Baby" for fifty cents admission. NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB n is d s
students and licensed pilots. Four air.
SATURDAY
.raft, low membership fees & monthly
Badly., 1 to 5 p.m., By the Foun- dues. Cert. flight instructors avail. 246tain. Student -labor rally against 2461.
LEARN TO FLY FOR LESS. Join the
the war and racism.
Cc edor Flying Club. 2 C.ISO’s - $7.50/
C 172 - $9.50/hr., C-182 - $14.00/
ANNOUNCEMENT
A Ten. 295-3595 eve.
Persons interested In a Sun, THEATER for rent or lease.
OUTDOOR
to!,
quit Bowling League are asked
Seats 100 +. Call
,
- :
sign up at the College Union
, . !..
’72’
thane% Area desk.
NEWLY OPENED ANTIQUE AND
K Grade Cards are non THRIFT SHOP
CORNER. C-r,er 3rd ,-,ro San
on sale in the Spartan Bookstore ;
, , Also Summer Storage and Study
Use them to get your grades
nable Rates. 292-3645.
faster than the Registrar’s Office
NEED MONEY to make quick get.away,.in
t oks for h ghest prices at

Black Studies Set
Summer Program
A Black Studies program for
public school teaehers is planned
I’m this summer.
The Black Studies SLIIIIMPr Institi tie, will offer ten courses
from June 22 through July 31.
providing information and materials. development of inter-gr,-,m,
!
relations techniques, imp’,
teaching methods rind indiviiii,
ly designed curriculums to those
interested.
The rimrses, offered to C.
hthdenta and insliuctors is %t ell
as public school officials include
Afro-Ameriean History, African
History, Elliteathai in the Black
Community, Sociology in the
Black Commimity, Ervinomic Development in the Black Community, Eihnii and Minority CulTwo Section,. Blaek Natures
tionalism. Politic:11 Economy of
Southern Africa. Politics of DPvelorunk.nt in Africa. anti Black
Curriculum: Problems of Design
Two sections.
.. ohm by mail is due
Additional information
colt Is old Airier’ (taint the Black
Stodies departmcnt

Registration begins at 12 at
the San Jose Buddhist Church,
The program be-gins at 2:30 with
slides, movie and spi,ako,. After
the speaker, workshops will be
held and booths will be open to
provide information to assist

sill be held. Jitan Baez has tentatively been lined up for the
concert.
The program is endorsed by tho
KASA Committee, Young Buddhist Associates, Junior JACI..
JACL, Stanford Asian American

groups and individuals to get con-

Student

structively involved. To end the
program, a concert and dame,

sive
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Spartan Daily Classifieds

Books Sent to Asia
is sponsoring a book
Thursday, May
through Ft id

Memorial Day Education on Asian War

WE WOULD like

yical scii.
literature.

,. ,,,du,. . , ., ,, ,..r.,,, , I
Ind who v.,. - .. r cl-,siren in a
cg and a .. intellectual en- , ,. ...ft social setting
E. Gill 408-423’..’ . C i

’58 VW VAN. New tires, chrome wile ,
,i,:._, c?,,,,,w4r, 7,-.:1;tsuM5
sell.
I.’
- t, heater.
62 VALIANT
. I at; c etler May 29,
’294.2916.
64 CORVAIR 2 ,i--r, 4 speed Monza
& depend Ar .. $350. 248.5442

speaker c
Materials o
1economic and F.,...1

HOUSING 151

with

The books will be donated 1..
Books for Asia. a San Francisco
organization that sends textbooks
and classics to countries in the
AUTOMOTIVE IV
Far East. Last year Phrateres
held a book drive for Letterman’s VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
hospital.
cc Labor & Paris. I will
Pao,.
your broken down or wrecked VW.
A box pill lie set up hy the buy
-Ahrbert, 132 Go..diear, Si, 292-3768.
Spartan Bookstore at the College
59A-H 100.6 LEAVING COUNTRY. Mr-u,
Union to accept students’ dona!
.
315 So. 11th
tions if textbooks, and classics.
=2 74’ Y’t.86, 9.4 Ernie.
students
11w:items members urge
VW ’58 P ns and Looks Good. $375.
A"er It pie.
to think twice before turnim;
po-s-i
CHEV.
textbook- in for a low refund
FM radio new point.
’donate them to a worthy cause
- p.m. 292-4749.
’
added ono Phrateres member.
57 CHEV. BEL AIR. 4 door, R H a
Call 324-2425.
-

Foreign Students
Scholarship Fund
Deadline Today

, NEW MODELING AGENCY wants oir
for part-time assignments Art r, ,s:
-,cuicture, artist. photographer & trio
rice posing. Good pay. Send a descic
"or of yourself to BLF STUDIOS 13..
4045. Sr, Jose 95126.
j SINGER GUITARIST, Male or female
kik and folk rock. Contact Almaden
1Wine Cellar, 269-7720, 269.1544.
!PERSONALITY - Guys & gals - P.T.
I now full time summer. Work in our order
’Asking dept. Sal & bones’,h-s. Call 298-4479.
I WE NEED YOUR BOOKS ,
1,op dollar-Where OA-.
I ., Byr.hyr,rw in the C
THOSE INTERESTED

FANTASTIC!
ing applic.
low summer
470 So. 11th

470 Luxury apts. Now takfor summer & fall. VERY
rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
St.

PRIVATE ROOM, Kitchen prin. $50/mo.
Nice dbl. rm. $35/mo. Tele, and util.
od. Men only. Lome House, 621 S. 6th
St. Call 295 5666 or See Manager Apt.
2 HOUSES (Furn.) Available on June
.
mum 5 persons. Prefer lease
c to June. 295-7438.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2 bdrm., 2 bath apt. Starting Jr.-,
3695 after 5:30.
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED-My
23 Royal Lanai Apts. $55/mo. Cal’
.
1’ hies, and weekends.
SUMMER ONLY Large 3 bdrm.
I
Large backyard, close
. $225. Call 287-4924 or 286SUMMER SUBLET. Married couple cm
.’ i
’ share furn. 3 bdrrn. 2 bath
. ... I girl. 295-1255.
, FOR LEASE. 2 large room in Victorian
A House rear 10th and Williams $150 Pr"
mo. rent. Call J. Barrow 287-4900.
FEMALE ROOMMATES for summer. 2
bdrm, furs. apt. $40/mo. 294-1635.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDEDUpper Div. Pref, OWN ROOM. I751d5rm3.9house
8 0
w/3 others. 330 S. 12- f.,.

EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DOI.
COUNTS aveilable to holders of the
nternational student identify cord. For
cfo, regarding travel discounts and purchase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 San
Vicente Blvd. #4, LA., Calif.90049,
12131 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (415) 8143.
1657.
UNPLANNED PROBLEMS? Let us help- EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Several
flights $270-$325 - roundtrip,
summer
with money-lots of money for your used
books at Spartan Bookstore in the College $150 one way. Coordinator: Professor
Frark
247 Roycroft. Long Iamb
Peal
Union,
90803. 438-2179,
EUROPE, July & Aug. College grad
SERVICES 181
wants either guy or gal to travel with,
AUTO INSURANCE -- Annual Liability share fun and expenses, plan Hp ToRates - Married or Single Age 24 and gether, Stan. 968-0335.
up $93. Married age 19 to 238147. Mr DRAG - CARRY - DRIVE or Herd your
used books to us and come away with
Toll 241-3900.
the fresh feel of money for those old
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast books. Spartan Bookstore,
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. As
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, WA
1anian-298-4104,
one way-$289 round trip. Japan, $350.
TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc. Contact Prof. Maga, 293-1033.
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674

"’ceded Iv, HOW LONG MUST WE PUT UP WITH
Phone 287. FEAR ard usIer,,e 7
I 294-3333 and read Hu
campus.
p.,
:^r,gbed
o drink’roomFF YOU DON’T kr o w
Know your God. Seek the Supreme F
or for truth and guidance. Love is
r y weapon against war. God is source
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2 bdrrn
all love. He loves you. Go alone &
to
Nho.
C
2 .
. ort & pray & Hell answer you. It’s
";2eraC

MONEY rnotivaed Sales minded men 2 OR 3 FEMALE
future with oce
ecsed in fantastic
of largest recreational lard develope,
Call John Zevitas, sales director, Great FOR RENT
Lakes Development
Co Hayward, Calif.
(415) 581-1514.

4

YOUR BOOKS NEED A NEW HOME,,
,s-we love them and show
,
r -ty of long green at Spartan I
NEED GIRL to share 2 bedroom apartment
-’see only. Own room. $50.00 1
-no. 2E’
FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) to share? bedel, etc. 20 min, tit
;
c. 241-2476 eve.

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT
. I to August 30. Call
’’’’’1’’’ details.
SUMMER RATES at State 11 155 So. 11 th
i "1, rocm & board, $45 for room only.
211.;a4;01.
FURN. COTTAGE - Studio, full bath, BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
r
-sly, Sub-let June 20 to products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
I
mo. 293-3074 or 293. STOCKTON. 2.7 p.m. 287-0370.
. 2
EXPERT DRESS MAKING - Call Mn,
APT.
2 4 carpet, summer rates Doris Lau at 225-4270.
4’
294-5774.
call
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
STATE HOUSE APT. Now renting sum- RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
1--,1 fall. Two bedroom, two bath, Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251.
o ;
mrner rates. 508 S. 11th St. 287- 2598.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
3 BDRM., 2 BATH HOUSE - So. 12th. purpose including environmental pot,
c,
traits, model composites, weddings, art
HAI.E BLOCK TO CAMPUS. SUBLET pictures. Call Rich Kelso 286-1139.
o
2
brio, rurn.
412
.
’ C111 294-2612 eves. STUDENT TYPING in my home. Pest, At
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
HOUSE FOR RENT - Summer only. 2 244-6581.
I bath. Girls only. WOO;
It
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
FEMALE
c a house or Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
.
C, L da 292-4556 Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2308.
FURNISHED APTS
b cks from school. AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 pe
.
See manager 165 rear for married, good students. Alsc
excellent savings for single men over
’
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
1 OR 2 FEMALE Roommates over 21
La’, Ad’s $43.75 mo. MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - An,",’
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$38
450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900,
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES tor fall, age
’ ’
2 rrirm, apt. I 48 E. WI - EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
vlaster’s - Reports - Dissertations
.Call 289.8731.
sitarianne Tarnberg, 1924 Harris Ave
$45 SUMMER RENTAL - pool -kitchen ’all 371-0395, San Jose.
a
- TV and study rooms a
-orient referral nornmis STEREO RENTALS-portable or console
P.nberts at 525 S. 9th Call Esche’s, 251-2598.
FRENCH LESSONS - Materiels now
45P5 VENTURE I.
available 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Christine N.
373 E. San Fernando. 293-9908.
Wi-1-V BE UhaERVICED-- half-safe or
..ithout money? - bring us your used
.
LOST:
d
ssks and gather gobs of cash at Spartan
2157 3461 ..-r 714C Bookstore.
52.
or leave at Way
desk. Reward.
INTERIOR - EXTERIOR PAINTING, student work - free estimates. Call 244.3231
evenings.
PERSONALS 171

11111=101311,11111

To Place
an ad:

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

MON.-WED.-FRI.

L. spd. air cond.
7$.13175c02.7.TAR3ftem, i6s.c. GRAD. STUD, to
share Lg. Los Gatos apt,
vith same or vet. Summer session and Fall.
’69 GTO RAM AIR IV 370 HP, 4-sPdc Very reasonable rent. Call Bill eves after 6.
co A ’7,1 ,,,,i , a
larships is today, at 3 p.m.
01,14 ,, & more, offer 354-7086.
.’13.6794.
TRANSPORTATION 19/
The Associated Students has
UP TO 3 FEMALE roommates needed to UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? We offer
exc, mech, cond, many extras. share house for summer. $45/mo. 540 So. free counseling. Call Children’s Horne
allocated 87M to the Intercultur- ’66 MGB
i .1
’fair. Call Lee in Markham Hall tub 292-4063.
Soot, 293-8940.
LOOKING FOR STUDENTS to share exa
9 - Rm. 3238.
al Steering Committee, for schoNEED FALL ROOMMATE. Senior or Grad WOULD YOU RATHER NAVE those old penses for round trip to Anchorage
-r celan fo- - .o;oney7 Let us Alaska via Aztec Airplane (Twin engine).
larships to be based upon foreign 1960 PEUGEOT station wagon, $150. woman. Straight. $47.50/mo. Quiet one
:; 2267.
c toter Bookt
we have piles Will leave right after finals. Round trip
’aedtsom apt. 287-1384.
students’ financial need and acaapprox. $275. Call 377-2958,
WANTED
- , ndshield for ’66 Morris FEMALE Roommate wanted to .
demic achievement.
.’
A,. AAhr 6 p.m. Trans. parts
hdrn
e with one other. OS
Uri,
17,
1 or grad. preferred. Ca’, 2’
Upp r
Any foreign student interested
well, needs $22’.
in applying for one of the sehii- ’68 HONDA CL350. ;TOWN HOUSE, 1 girl for sum. alarships should turn in a state2 s’bath, mod. $43 sum.
ment of need to the Foreign Stu- 1961 VALIANT
5531,
t k. from camp. 287-7071.
dent Ad isor’s Office in the
hr.drer NON-DIV. SINGLE GIRL 21 -I- share 2
bdrm ap’ ’ mc I kv,,grd. stu. $95/mo.
,t,,,n Building.
1 I .
Ask for Mary 295-0294,
I FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for;
FOR SALE 131
-. 2 ndrrn.. 2 bth. apt. with WI
on 4th St. Rent $35/mo. Call
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combro .. Arecc 247.4478 or 287-9914.
toots. Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats
Send in handy order blank
WANTED:
1 bdrm, apt., house, or dutipple Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest and
rent for next fall. Call Janet,
Hats, Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes , .
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s 392 79,5,
3rd Hand Store, 375 E. Nodding be DUPLEX - SUMMER ONLY. 2 bsirm
near SJS. Furn. AEK, water & garb pd.
tween 8th & 9th St. 293.4651.
No pets. $150/mo. Aft. 6, Sat. & Sun.
SURPLUS - G.I. and COMMERCIAL aft. 12 294.0972. Girls or couples.
1,eld jackets, pea coats, bell bon. pants
Erclose cash or check.
clothing, polyfoam, camping supplies FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for fall.
back packing gear, boots, BARGAIN Pure. 1 bdrm. 11/2 blks from campus.
CITY, 260 N. 1st St. Haunt 9-6. Closed $65/mo. 293.3498. Ask for Kathy,
Make check out to Spartan
’"-(non 7147 1047
SUMMER RENTALS - Girls. Private
RECORD & TAPE SALE! I have con morns, kitchen prin., study rm., TV &
nacticns with a wholesaler and can sup party rm. 1 blk. from SJS. $45/mo. 294.
ool.
Daily Classifieds.
ply all the current LP records & tape;
at e 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell ROOMMATES NEEDED to share 4 bed.
N.10,1 Mali hill
for $3.06; $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. A
offer YOU tie moon the stars, and
mmer. $45/mo. Near
.ales are on a special order basis. Place
287-3774.
i..111.1f11‘.
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of th, FEMALE ROOMY needed. straight.
P.1at doe- L noh Ln Molted otter V011’ Welltiet vou a professame week. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:07
.-n w 3. A,
3 p k campus. $42 5,mid. SA -S. Call & place an order. 298
sional aatt por.MAIA-ctsts and spektalisis in the held We offer von a
286.0566.
,cmo- Ron - 12th St. it’s legit.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
ptograin :rim is ;rill its and ethical. a program that combines the
HOUSE - FURNISHED. Roomy and
SUNN AMPLIFIER FOR SALE. 2-12 in. ractive. Accommodates eight. Close to
best ;knew ledgi ot human behavior iaith the latest ..omputer tech-147) Sr,nn4nrs. Very good condition. $500 campus. Has garage and other off street
niques 1A.c otter a Ani sound and rewarding relationshAps. based upon
caw
5700. 867-3142
marking. Will be available starting June.
kno,ledge. realtts and personal preference.
MONEY AVAILABLE- to qualify, bring Phone 252-4247.
J75
,
r
.o
Spartan
Bookstore
and
get
WANtED-Male roommate. Share quiet,
We will not attempt to RIM h you with misfits and social
EXHAL151TO
comfortable
WY
MONEY
room
GZAN1’
ALL
with
cS,5C4-101.0f.441P
kitchen
remit’ We do not base that Lund in clientele Our clients are simply
Privileges
FOR SALE-Girl’s Schwinn 3 -speed bike. in private home. Pool, Clean, 47.50amo,
IT I-000
re. TM Cir.)oori Tr, Mil VO 171 6ETMARg.
"
people whose ,Ar.iimstances. for one reason or another, limit their
110. Portable Strareo. $30 (or best offer). Call Paul 286-3025.
exposure to members of the opposite sex.
786-5642.
To determine if our program is suitable for you, tall or use
’62 VW VAN, MO - ’59 VW BUS
Na refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
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i.475 B ,
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SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vendino
route. Part or full time. Must have
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edward,
358 No Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297.4278
men, good salary.
INSIDE SALES
Start today, 22 hrs, a week. Work until
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to B p.m. 210 S.
I st St. Rm. 207.
MALE ATTENDANT live is S50/mo. An
;we, ptone, every other night. S p.m.
m, funeral home 294.9663.
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Tens of thousands of American
students leaned hard against
their government during the first
two weeks in May. It didn’t move
but it did shake.
A dormant student movement,
born earlier of sentiment uguinst
the Vietnam war, was revived by
the dispatch of US. troops to
Cambodia and intensified by the
deaths of four students at Kent
State University in Ohio.
Reaction was widespread and
diverse: The Administration began unprecedented attempts to
communicate with youth; the
Administration set a deadline for
pulling out of Vietnam; Congressional efforts to end the war
were strengthened; intra-Administration antagonisms boiled to
the surface: and new efforts were
begun to fashion the youth movement into a potent political force
CAMBODIA
President Nixon announced
April 30 that U.S. ground troops
had moved across the Cambodian
border to join South Vietnamese
troops in an operation designed
to "clean out major enemy sanctuaries."
David Gottlieb, 39, research
coordinator for the White House
Conference on Children and
Youth. told National Journal:
"Somebody really failed to tell
the President the implications of
Cambodia and, given the time
of the year, what was likely to
happen on the campuses."
One young White House staff
member, who declined to speak
for attribution, said that for 36
hours before the President’s announcement "there was an air of
excitement in the White House."
He said that "after the speech,
people were walking around
smiling. It was not that they
were ebullient, but rather as
though they had just won something important. They seemed
privately self-assured and confident."
The day before the announcement, senior White House staff
members attended a meeting on
Cambodia in the office of H. R.
Haldeman, assistant to the President and White House chief of
staff. They were briefed for an
hour by Henry Kissinger, foreign
affairs adviser to the president,
and a member of Kissinger’s
staff, Army Brig. Gen. Alexander
’rale.
The day of the announcement,
the White House staff was directed to remain at work during the
evening. Dinner was served in the
White House mess by candlelight.
After Mr. Nixon’s nationallytelevised announcement, staff
members were told to call 20
friends each to assemble reaction. The results were tallied and
given to Alexander P. Butterworth, an aide to Haldeman. But
the scope and intensity of the
reaction were not immediately
apparent.
YOUTH REACTION
Plans for a demonstration were
being laid even before Mr. Nixon’s announcement.
New Mobe preparations: Leaders of the New Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietman met in New York the evening before the announcement.
They were meeting, in the
wake of reports that South Vietnamese troops had entered Cambodia, to channel campus unrest
into a demonstration in Washington.
The demonstration was scheduled for Saturday, May 9. On
Sunday, May 3, the New Mobe
shifted its command post to
Washington. Preparation for the
demonstration continued day and
night through the following Satunlay.
Ronald Young, 27, a New Mobe
coordinator, told National Journal the organization began hearing from the same professional
organizers who had put together
peace rally in Washington last
Nov. 13-15.
They volunteered time and
money, Young said, and assured
the New Mobe leadership of a
large outpouring. No effort was
made to recruit demonstrators
outside the middle Atlantic
states.
Kent State, On Monday, May 4,
National Guardsmen who had
been sent into Kent State after
a weekend of demonstrations and
burnings fired into a crowd of
students who had returned to the
closed campus in defiance of the
school administration. Four students were killed.
The New Mobe reported a
"fantastic surge" of student support after the Kent killings.
One adviser to President Nixon
told National Journal: "After
Kent State, there was a substantial increase in oppositionmuch
more than anyone had a right
to expect."
Student strikes: Thousands of
students went on strike to protest the Administration’s policies.
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Cambodian Crisis Sparks Student Movement
During the week ending May 9,
students struck at sum, 470 colleges.
The demonstration: By noon
on May 9, on the Ellipse 52
acres of grassy open space between the Washington Monument and the White House--was
packed with students. Police
could be no more exact in a
crowd estimate than "between
60,000 and 90,000."
Crowd portrait-- David Gottlieb ,the White House conference
chairman who is a teacher at
Pennsylvania State University,
joined 11 other sociologists in an
effort to produce a sociologically
acceptable portrait of the crowd.
He personally talked with 68 of
the students. He told National
Journal the crowd contained
many students from the "hard
sciences" who were joining the
anti-war movement for the first
time.
"They were unhappy with Vietnam and felt something was
wrong with the society and the
system ... but they were the last
ones to move," Gottlieb said.
Comparing the demonstrators
with the November crowd of protesters, he mid, "There were
fewer older people and fewer
very young people ... more
sophomores and juniors."
Gottlieb concluded that the students "weren’t swayed by the
rhetoric." Speakers included David Delinger, Dr. Benjamin Speck
and Mrs. Coretta King.
"The kids were ready to be
moved, but weren’t," Gottlieb
said. He added, "I just can’t believe the middle class kids can
have a revolution. They’d trip all
over their cameras."
MOOD ESTABLISHED
Kenneth Bode, a member of
the staff of Sen. George McGovern, 1)-S.D., who worked for Sen.
Eugene McCarthy, D. -Minn., during his 1968 Presidential campaign, said: "The McCarthy campaign never approached anything
like this."
"This has established a mood,"
one member of the President’s
executive staff told National
Journal. But he added: "It can
affect the money market tomorrow, but its impact on government programs will be very long
range Things don’t work that
fast in Washington."
Ehrlichman takes lead: One

member if the White House staff
told National Journal that "some
members of the staff had on occasion expressed concern about
student unrest. But it was not
until the reaction to Cambodia
exploded that the rest of the
staff realized that student grivances were, inded, deeply felt and
widely shared."
When that became clear, he
said. Assistant to the President
John D. Ehrlichman, who had
been meeting quietly with as
many as 30 and 40 students a
week for some time, "took the
lead in organizing meetings
among staff and department level officials and with student
groups in Washington."
"Bums" on campus: The storm
was still gathering quietly and

dent reaction had not reached
the White House even after the
Kent shootings. In a CBS interview taped May 10, Hickel said
a member of the President’s staff
had told him by telephone that
the Kent tragedy "would blow
over in 24 hours."
Cooperation with New Mobe:
Bradford Lyttle, 43, national coordinator of War Tax Resistance
and a co-director of logistics for
the May 9 protest, told National
Journal the federal attitude was
different from its attitude in November. "Then, they were reluctant to provide a place to
meet, a stage or even enough
toilets."
Lyttle said the November committee opened its negotiations for
site and permits with the Justice

the Kent State tragedy had not
yet occurred when President
Nixon went to the Pentagon May
1 for an early-morning briefing
on the Cambodia campaign. He
paused to talk with a group of
Pentagon workers in a corridor
and, according to a White House
transcript, said in part:
"You know, you see these
bums, you know, blowing up the
campuses ... listen ... the boys
that are on the college campuses
today are the luckiest people in
the world ... going to the greatest universities and here they
are burnin’ up the books . . . I
mean storming around about this
Issue . . . I mean you name it
there’ll
... get rid of the war
be another one."
Hickel telephone conversation:
According to Interior Secretary
Rickel, the full force of the stu-

Department. The New Mobe, he
said, bypassed Justice and began
dealing "directly with the city...
They (the federal government)
began immediately to grant compromises. It was unprecedented."
The most important compromise was on the site. New Mobe
leaders wanted to hold the rally
in front of the White House. District of Columbia officials first
offered the grounds around the
Washington Monument. President Nixon intervened to permit
demonstrators to use the Ellipse.
Nixon press conference: On the
eve of the rally, President Nixon
held a nationally-televised press
conference, saying he was "concerned (about the protest) because I know how deeply they
feel, but I know that what I have
done will accomplish the goals
they want. It will shorten this

war." It was a softer response
than the one he had given in
November when he said "under
no circumstances will I be affected whatever by" the protest
march.
Visit with students: After his
press conference, the President
had difficulty sleeping. At 4:55
a.m, the day of the rally he left
the White House with his valet
Manola Sanchez and three Secret
Service men, and drove to the
Lincoln Memorial where he talked for nearly an hour with a
group of students that gradually
grew from eight to about 50.
"I was trying to relate to them
in a way they would feel I understood their problems," the
President said later.
One student in the group, Joan
Pelletier, 20, a sophomore at
Syracuse University, told reporters: "I hope it was because he
was tired but most of what he
said was absurd."
Opening doors: Even before
the rally began, government offices were opened for discussions
with any students who wanted to
talk with Administration leaders.
A clearing house was established at the HEW Department to
arrange meetings, some of which
were held in offices, some on
lawns outside of government
buildings. About 2,500 students
took advantage of the offer, talking through the day in groups
with HEW Secretary Robert H.
Finch, Attorney General John N.
Mitchell and others.
One White House official explained the motive for the opendoor policy this way: "Our relationship with the kids stems
from the feeling that no one is
listening to them. They assume
there is some sort of active dislike of students in the Administration. We assume from the
start that we disagree on Cambodia. We can live with that.
They can live with that, But they
want to be reassured they are
not being put down as a class."
Students fear the worst: One
Senator told National Journal
that students coming to his office to talk about the war "expect the worst out of this country. For example, they have
heard a rumor (printed in the
Village Voice) that the Rand
Corp. is doing a secret study for
President Nixon for postponing

the 1972 elections, it necessary,
and some of them actually believe it."
Appointment of Heard: One of
a series of steps President Nixon
took in an effort to bridge the
communications gulf was the appointment of Alexander Heard,
chancellor of Vanderbilt University, to be a campus spokesman
In the White House. "The President," Heard said, "demonstrated
to me his willingness to listen
and I will do my best to help him
hear."
Deadline for troop withdrawal:
After months of refusing to set
a deadline for pulling U.S. troops
out of combat in Indochina, Defense Secretary Laird told a Senate Armed Services Committee
on May 12 that South Vietnamese troops would be doing all
of the front-line fighting by July
1, 1971. The next day, State
Secretary William Rogers repeated the deadline, making it
even stronger by saying all U.S.
ground troops would be "out of
combat" by that date.
Hickel letter: The Administration clearly was not of one mind
on its relations with the nation’s

41.E16
youth. And a generation gap
even in the White House became
apparent during the week.
The most widely publicized
breach involved Flickers letter to
President Nixon criticizing the
Administration for not listening
to young people.
The letter
Letter "leaked"
was distributed to at least three
newspapers and was published
the afternoon of May 6 before is
had reached President Nixon.
One account of the leak was that
a copy was left lying overnight

Cambodia Statement Ignites SJS Protests
By GARY PIERCE
Daily Political Writer
The large-scale anti -war movement
now in progress at SJS was set off by
President Nixon’s April 30 announcement of troop movements into Cambodia.
A rally held on Seventh Street that
Thursday afternoon drew a crowd of
about 300 persons. About 200 of them
concluded the rally with a march to
the Administration Building where they
staged a four hour sit-in to protest the
War.
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Fifteen campus security officers escorted the demonstrators out of the
building at 6 p.m. and there were no
reports of violence.
The following day, another Seventh
Street rally was held. This one attracted some 800 students. Following
a peaceful rally, they marched around
campus and eventually to MacQuarrie
Hall, ROTC headquarters.
About 200 of the students entered
the building while the rest stood outside near the entrance.
GLASS BREAKING
The shouting demonstrators marched
up the stairs to the third floor (headquarters for ROTC’) and proceeded on
a ten minute flurry of glass-breaking.
door-kicking, action.
Only about 10 of the demonstrators were actually seen doing the damage, which an ROTC spokesman described as "minimal."
About 260 ’students then marched on
the Collo.* Union and announced it
had been "liberated." They announced
plans to stay In the building indefinitely.

However, the building was vacated
before the 1 a.m, closing time, after
Acting President Hobert Burns announced he would enforce the closing
hour.
Earlier in the evening about 250
students left the College Union and
went on a march through downtown
San Jose. There were reports of several
rock throwing incidents before they
returned to the campus.
On Monday, the first violent confrontation took place.
Following a Seventh Street rally and
a march on MacQuarrie Hall, about
175 protesters left the campus, reportedly heading for a protester’s home
to plan further anti -war activities.
POLICE ATTACK
They were confronted by uniformed
and plainclothed San Jose Police officers who, according to witnesses, attacked the protesters with batons,
blackjacks, and Mace.
Five SJS students were reported injured. The injured included Daily Associated Editor Richard Beadle, v.,ho
was not participating in the protest,
and Daily photographer Rich Hessel,
who was photographing the event for
the Daily.
Seven were arrested as 21 result of
the incident, but all charges were
dropped the following day, and the San
Jose Police Department promised to
Investigate the incident.
The following day, over 3,000 people
attended a Seventh Street rally. Speakers denounced the war, ROTC, and the
violence of the previous day.
They then went on a peaceful 27

block, 45 minute march through the
streets of San Jose.
The same day, the Associated Students announced that legal proceedings
were beginning regarding the previous
day’s police actions.
On Wednesday, over 2,000 students
held a similar march. A.S. President
James Edwards participated in the
march.
The same day, Gov. Reagan announced he was closing all state colleges
and universities on Thursday and Friday to allow a time for reflection.
Following the march, the students
congregated on Seventh Street, and
many of them vowed to remain on
campus over the four day holiday to
plan anti-war activities for the next
week.
Student protest leaders from throughout California converged on SJS the
following two days to plan state-wide
actions.
Several convocations and rallies were
held and the California Student Offensive organized.
NATIONAL GATHERING
On Monday, a national conference
was held at SJS. Over 4,000 students
attended a campus rally that lay and
heard Edwards and mher speakers condemn the apparent expansion of the
war.
The following day the Academic
Council passed a resolution which
would have allowed the redirection of
classroom activities toward studying
the war and racism. Acting President
Burns later refused to sign the motion,
an resigned his office, calling it an
illegal A.C. action.

The same day the National Student
Congress issued three demands: out of
Southeast Asia, free all political prisoners, and stop campus complicity with
the Pentagon.
Also on the same day, over 3,500
students attended a rally against the
war, They then marched on the Administration Building, after an urging
by A.S. Vice President John Men-z, and
peacefully occupied it for several hours.
They left the building at 3:30 p.m.
after holding an impromptu rally on
the steps of the building.
A small rally was held Wednesday.
and on Thursday about 700 attended a
Seventh Street rally.
REDIRECTION
Edwards spoke and he attributed the
small attendance to what he considered
the redirection of many classrooms.
About 2,500 high school students also
held an anti-war rally on campus.
The Academic Council that day
urged faculty to observe the "right of
conscience" policy of allowing students
to strike without losing academic
credit.
Friday, during a rally attended by
about 300 students, three students were
beaten by the crowd when they were
"Identified" as policemen.
One was an ROTC student, and the
others were administration of justice
maiora.
Later in the day, during an interview, Edwards strongly urged that student protesters begin to place more
emphasis oe ending reds= In this
country.
On Monday, rro-ROTC factions held
Seventh Street rally.

on a dee* tn an of floe af the Thu-tier Department and that
someone saw it, made copiLs of
it and distributed them to the
press. "If Hickel knew who did
it, in his present rmsai," one official said, "he’d fire him on the
spot."
See
Rogers, Romney agree
ito,
rotary of State
ers said May 13 he agreed 551(11
Bickel that the Administration
had not done enough to communicate with yming people:
HUD Secretary George Romney
told a New York news conference: "I think that Secretary
Hickel rendered a real service in
the letter that he wrote and I’m
pleased that the President recognized that he had made a S0111111
suggestion, and acted pr..mptly."
White House staff angry -Secretary nickel told CBS on May
12 that although the White
House staff was "not angry at
the letter, I think that they were
probably angered angry at the
tin ring.
"The younger member of the
staff were really bolstered by the
Hickel letter," a White House
aide told National Journal. "But
the top staff echelon is still mad
as hell."
Staff resignations: One White
House staff member and one cmsultant to the National Security
Connell resigned in protest over
the Cambodia decision.
Halperin joined the White
House staff as an aide to Henry
Kissinger, the President’s chief
foreign policy advisor, in January, 1969. He left the staff to
go to Brookings in September of
last year but continued in the
role of a key consultant in his
field, Southeast Asia. Of the
members of NSC, Halperin said:
"What I know of the peuple
there, there must be others who
are unhappy."
State department: One week
before President Nixon announced troops had moved into Cambodia, the Secretary of State had
told a closed session of a House
Appropriations Sub-committee:
"We recognize that if we escalate and we get involved in Cambodia with our ground forces,
that our whole program is defeated. We have no incentive to
escalate, incentive is to de-escalate." At a press conference May
13, Rogers said he had been referring to "any deep involvement
of U.S. troops" in support of the
Cambodian government as in
Vietnam, and he said he believed
the subcommittee members understood his meaning.
State Department staffers told
National Journal that "the general feeling in the Department
Is that the Secretary had his full
innings ((Sn the Cambodia decision), that the Department and
the Secretary were consulted all
the way."
Under Secretary of State Elliott Richardson said May 10 on
ABC’s Issues and Answers that
he had his own "misgivings"
about the Cambodian decision
which he did not specify but
he said they had been "recognized and weighted by all those
who had any part in advising the
President." Richardson also told
ABC he found "the degree of
(public) reaction has been more
intense than I personally expected."
But he said the President had
taken public reaction into Consideration in making the decision
and said there was no sign the
protest was having a significant
impact on State Department policies or positions. He said he
thought the protest would have
"the effect of encouraging measures and opportunities for communication."
Two -hundred State Department
employees, about one-fourth of
then Foreign Service officers,
signed letters of protest and addressed them to Rogers. A
spokesman for the State Department said the letters were intended to be private communications with the Secretary and
that the signers were "troubled
and embarrassed" when the letters became public.
Pentagon: A source close to
Defense Secretary Melvin Laird
told National Journal he was
"deeply disturbed by the campus
demonstrations because his basic
personal goal has been to put the
defense establishment at peace
with the people it is supposed to
defend by winding down the
Southeast Asia war, by bringing
home U.S. trops, and by eventually phasing out the draft."
Reaction from others in the
Pentagon, however, was a hardening of attitudes toward demonstarating students. One highranking military officer told National Journal the "demonstrations give heart to North Vietnam." He criticized students for
demonstrating "before the results are in which will show
whether the operation is successful.’’
Mitchell -Klein: In a CBS inter(Continued on page 45)
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Ramond T. Burden Jr. is a
Black Lieutenant Colonel in the
Medical Service Corps of the SJS
Army ROTC. A senior, Burden is
majoring in health science without a declared minor.
He was born at Fort Dix, New
Jersey. 22 years ago. His father
was a career man in the I: S.
Army for 23 years and retired
from the service as a sergeant
major.
Burden has traveled and lived
throughout the United States.
While his father was stationed
In Europe. he had also visited
Germany and France.
Ray Burden will graduate this
Spring as number one cadet in
his campus ROTC class of 147.
Burden plans to serve his "hitch"
in the army and to continue his
studies in medicine, possibly hospital administration.
The following interview deals
with Burden’s views of current
the
involving
issues
campus
ROW program.
Spartan Daily : Why are you in
ROTC?
Burden: I imagine I’ve had a
number of influences. I grew up
in the military, my dad was carer. I went through high school
and a couple years of college. I
always felt that I was going to
spend two years in the service.
Having had some idea of what
it was all about, I knew that I
did not want to go in either by
draft or enlist, I being I I 1wlaw
man on the totem pole.
Spartan Daily: So you want la
start tint as :ot "Meer?
:’
start out
Burden:
I owed it
I tip.
as an oil,
to myself. na I was competing
for the same job with someone
whii had been an Hama the officer would most likely have the
best shot at it.
Spartan Daily: Si. he (the evofficer) lia a lieltu.r future in the
eh Man a told?
Burden: I feel an officer radly
does. NOW this varies depending
on a person’s education. An enlistM man can have a degree as
well as an officer. It’s a personal
thing, also, there are people who
Just don’t want to be put in positions of responsibility. Not to say
that enlisted people aren’t put in
these positions, they are not in
positions to make decisions officers have to make.
I haven’t always felt that I was
an extrovert hut I felt it would be
a challenge to myself to find out
about me. I have. Within myself
I have gained a considerable
amount of confidence in being
able to look at a situation and
to more or less weigh the advantages and disadvantages of whatever decision I might derive. . .
Just make a decision in a logical
sort of way.
But I’m in ROTC because I
have been influenced, As I see
it, I couldn’t see being drafted.
I couldn’t see going in that way.
To be drafted, what kind of say
so do you have over what you’re
going to do.
Spartan Daily: You’re looking
on military service as Inevitable?
Burden: I felt like that at the
time I ehose to t;e1 into the program. I felt like I was going to
put two years in. It was a personal thing, that’s all it was. I
even went through a period when
I really wanted a) get into the
service. You know where they
have this thing where recruiters
come to high schools. This didn’t
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Influence me that mob
I could cipher through) a lot of
the "bull" they were feeding
them, these high school guys.
I looked at it as somewhat of
a challenge to find out about
me and I saw that the service
offered this kind of a challenge.
I had some friends who I went
to high school with, who I played
sports with, Some had gone in by
enlisting, some became officers
and some didn’t. It’s something
that I just didn’t say, well look,
I don’t want any ;cart of it. I
was at a period where I wasn’t
sure and I looked into it to find
out just what was for me, what
do I want . , . not thinking about,
well this guy did this, I’ll do the
same. My dad helped me out
quite a bit, and a number of
friends who were in the service
biped me out also.
Spartan Daily: Do you ever regret your Involvement In the
ROTC prorram?
Burden: Not in the least. It’s
for me. If I had it to do all over
again, I would be in the ROTC
program. Originally, I went to
AFROTC I was in it but I wanted to fly, I had this thing about
flying, too. I realized also that
this had a major bearing on my
decision to get into the military.
I wanted to fly. and I felt that
I could get Uncle Sam to pay this
time
Spartan Daily: Then what
made you change your mind
it
the Alr Force?
Burden: The amount of time I
would have to spend in the miliLoa Te fly in the Air Force
is about six
yoiir commitment
years. At that time I did not
want to spend six years in the
Air Force, whereas in the Army
it would be a maximum of three.
Spartan Daily: lias the recent
concern over the program had
any effect on you or your classes.’
Burden: I’m a senior
iirogram was recently being shot
down. I had three more weeks to
go in the program. I had been to
two summer camps and I was
top man, Yes, it bothered me in a
sense that you ask yourself why
and you try and understand why.
Why should I really let it bother
me to a point before I start really having a change of mind and
want to get out?
So this would be opposed to a
first ii’ second year cadet. This
person might tend to say -- let
me look at this, is this really for
me?
Spartan Daily: Do you think
the recent controversy and questioning by radical students has
changed any’ of the lower division
cadets: has it ehanged any of
their minds?
Burden: I imagine it has. As a
matter of fact I could almost be
sure, This semester when I was
in charge of the whole battalion
and people were registering for
classes, we got something like
seventeen M.S.1’s. And this was
basically because of the lottery’.
Spartan Daily: Is that high or
low?
Burden: That’s very low!
Spartan Daily: What is the
average!
Burden: I’m sure We’ve always
had a class of about 60 to SO
M.S.1’s. That’s just a wild guess.
It was, I’m sure, due to the lottery. People got good numbers
and then the dissent that hail
been created the previous year.
There are a number of things.
I’m sure that there are cadets
now who are going through some

R IC Cadet Raps on the Issues
changes
this fur
for me? We ha3i cialer pcoplc and so many’ jut us, so many’
influences coming from all sides.
Perhaps I would ask myself quite
a few questions.
And number one, being Black,
too, because th, pressure from
Blacks is tremendous. I can say
that the pressure hits been on
ever since I’ve been in ROTC.
Especially -ince la,- been the

mean something that the people
can reach?
Burden: They are there, it is
sonic-thing they I students I can
throw rocks at. They can talk
about the (NLxont Administration all that they want to.
Spartan Dally: So It’s a tangible thing!
Burden: Right. O.K., you can
also think of it this way; the
draft plays a major part in every

not every It( rrC cadet is going
to be a combat officer.
I’m not going to be a combat
officer. I’m in the Medical Service Corps, it’s my field. I got
this because I was number one
and I got to choose what I
wanted to get into. My thing is
medicine. I feel like there are
some experiences I know I could
learn in the military service with
the time I au! in. If I can do my

Perhaps this would increase my
chances of being in a combat situation, Now, I say combat I
mean being over there doing my
thing with the medicine. Not
leading troops in combat.
This might increase my chances
of being over there sooner. As far
as a political thing, I don’t feel
that the right thing at this point
to do is to add more troops. I’m
gonna leave it at that.
Spartan Daily: If you were ordered to take forceful action
:ignited students (de ..... nstratorto
aould you take that action?
Burden: No, probably’ in the
event of saving personal property’
and what have you. If they were
doing things of this nature, probably so. But you know, It’s always a touchy thing. How do you
know when a group is controlled?
They may he throwing rocks,
they might be breaking windows,
but how do you know they are
going to carry on any further?
I can’t see the minute someone
shouts out an obscenity or throws
a rock. I can’t see using forceful
action right then and there.
Spartan Daily: How do you
feel about the alleged My Lid
massavre as it relates to at soldier’s sense of morality Vern% at
ding officer’s orders?
Burden: I would try putting
myself in the lieutenant’s place,
What if it was me? What would
I do in this situation. If you knew
the nalitary, if you knew what a
combat situation was like as far
as radio communications, it can
be a confusing thing.
Perhaps there was a mixup in
communications, I don’t know. I
most likely would have found myself questioning over and over
again if this was my specific
order. I think I would jeopardize
my position by questioning rather than going in and massaereing
if this, in fact, happened.
That would probably be the
first way I would look at it. I
would try and fit myself into a
position. Yes, my conscience
would tell me look, why go in
them and massacre women and
children. I can also realize just by
my little time in the military that
there are times when maybe
something like that happens.
Whether accidentally or purposely, I don’t know. But I can understand how there could have been
a great deal of confusion, or
something went wrong someplace.

.
RAYMOND T. PURD7N .1R ..... Lieutenant Colonel in the Medical

Service

commander. this yu’ar. It has haul
an effect. It makes you think, it
really does. You think about
yourself, especially’ when people
label the Army as killers.
You ask yourself are you a
killer? I can tell myself no because I’m probably just as much
a pacifist, as anyone out there
demonstrating. I just more or
less feel there is something I can
do in the service. I can use the
ROTC and the serviee as a stepping stone to get to where I will
eventually be.
Spartan Daily: So it’s a means,
and not an end?
Burden: Right. I do not plan
to make it a ’a reed’.

thing, that’s fine. But as far as
the program on the state campus,
I feel it is an excellent program.
Spartan Daily: If ROTC classes
t credit, would
were given will
nuist of the cadets remain in the
’migrant?
Burden: Yes. I didn’t take it
for the credit. I took it to get.
the commission, The commission
I feel was a stepping stone. I
haven’t declared it as a minor so
I could care less. It has had Some
influence on my GPA. Still, the
credits aren’t much of an influence on my being in the program.
Perhaps those who want ROTC
as a minor will feel opposed to
having it as a non-credit.

Spartan Daily: Hen do you and
other eadets regard the student
protests against ROTC?
Burden: You say other eadets,
/IOW 1 ,Ion’t want to speak for
other cadets,
Spartan Daily : Do 3iii. yourself feel protest. are Justified?
Burden: ’Maybe so. I just see
ROTC as something the people
can reavh, You can also think of
it in this way.
Spartata Daily:
’hat do you

guy’s life, in college especially’.
A guy might go through the
thought process of ’oh wow I’m
going through with my education,
Four years, I’ll be finished and
then I have to face that military
service.’ They they see the green
uniforms on Tuesday, which is
a constant reminder.
I can see this bugging a person
if he thinks in that way. So perhaps this might be a reason why
they tend to wonder, off ROTC,
or get it off campus because it
is a reminder that it’s something
they might have to face someday.
Spartan Daily: Do you feel
there sl
III
be
any changes
made in peel4ent 5.15 ROTC progrants? If so, W1141 I ella IMPS
%I
Id be made?
Burden: I feel the program is
adequate as it is now. Maybe adequate isn’t the word
adequate
in the sense that cadets are
taught the essential things they
need to know to become an offirer. If you want to discuss
learning how to play the war
game, toeties and all that, oh yes,
you are taught tactics, basic tactics, But you’ve got to realize

Corps, SJS Army

ROTC

Spartan Daily: So you wouldn’t
be opposed to that?
Burden: No, I wouldn’t he opposed to it.
Spartan Daily’: What do you
think of the recent involvement
of C.S. troops in Cambodia and
Laos? How do you view the military situation in Southeast Asia?
Burden: At first I wanted to
refrain fnim answering this question. Probably’ one if the major
concerns would he
I’m in it.

Spartan Daily: IS the draft
system fair? If not how can it be
made fairer?
Burden: The present system
with the lottery ... there’s something tricky about it. I don’t
know why, I have my apprehensions. But then again. I’m not
worried about the draft. I came
up with the number of 32, If I
wasn’t in ROTC I’d be seared
shitless.
I’ve got a 1D classification. I
know I’m in it, I know I’m pinpointing and I’m going to be doing what I want to do. No one is
going to be manipulating me, I’m
not going to say I’m not concerned because I have brothers.
I talked with a number of
Black students, a lot of my
friends. about it. The general concensus is that
well, they did it
to us again. I know for a fact
that just about all the Black students, Black men came up with
numbers and dates especially.
which have very, very low num-

bers. It is felt that the "Man"
has screwed us again. I eall sympathize with that because if I
wasn’t in ROTC I would have
been screwed. As far as making it
better, making it a better system,
I would tend to agree that Blacks
do have their war here. I think
they’ should take care of home
first.
Spartan Daily: Could you explain one thing? What Is a ID
elasicifleatIon?
Burden: A ID classification is
the classification given to anyone
who is in a reserve component.
Any reservist, national guard and
ROTC are not subject to the
draft.
Spartan Dally’: What should be
the function of an army In a
dentocratic society such its ours?
Barden: I don’t want to answer and sound like I’m Paul
Revere or somebody. The army
should be more or less a tool, well
not a tool, a safeguard. I believe
there is always going to be an
army. With a number of various
societies them will perhaps al.
ways be conflicts. In the event
that these conflicts end up becoming out-and-out war, you are
going to need your army.
Spartan Daily: Do you think
the military Is becoming more
liberal?
Burden: I really’ do. They’ have
to. Society’ is changing and if
the military doesn’t change with
it, they are going to be in a bind.
They’re going to be in a worse
position than they are now.
To finish with this OCS thing,
you are a combat type, that is all
you are. You might be a help to
other officers who were not in
ROTC and hopefully some of that
will rub off . . .
I can recall at my first summer
training camp there was harasswent. Not a great deal of it because we were treated as gentlemen. (It was) harassment by a
particular company commander,
constant harassOCS type . .
ment like clean your weapons
three times. You take it to be inspected and it doesn’t pass, this
type of thing.
There was a time when we all
got together and said uh, uh
we’re not going for this. We all
stuck together and there were
a number of things we refused
to do. There was not a thing he
coold do about it.
The service is having to confront many, many situations like
this, You have, since the draft has
been so strict, a number of college graduates coming in who are
being drafted. A person goes
through college and is used to
thinking things out. I’m not saying the Army doesn’t let you
think, as an officer you do.
.
Still you have to follow orders.
Yatere told to do something, you
de it. Sometimes a person just
can’t. see this, he’s not used to
it . . . understand that by being
an officer, you are the thinker.
I do have the opportunity to
use all my resources up here to
make decisions. The campus influence . . . it first doesn’t let
you fall into a solid state of military. I think this will stick with
you throughout the time you
spend in, whether it is two years
or a career. In the same respect
I think you can really help a
number of officers who do have
this hang up and help the Army
as a whole.
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Nixon’s Indochina Move Its Causes and Effects
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By SA.NDT ROOKAIRD
Daily Staff Writer
Cambodia, a country of 7 million people has been a neutral nation since the Geneva Agreement
of 1954.
For nearly 30 years. it was
ruled by Prince Norodom Sihanouk who tolerated the presence
of some 40,000 North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong in border provinto keep them
ves but managed
In check by adroit political maneuvering.
The government of Sihanouk
was overthrown in March by
anti-Communists led by Premier
General Lon Nol who ordered
North Vietnamese and Viet Cone
out of Cambodia and closed to
Communists their principle shipping terminal, Sihanoukville.
Communist forces in Cambodia,
Including an undetermined number of Cambodians still loyal to
neutralist Prince Sihanouk
stepped up military activity in
the weeks following the coup.
Within a short period of time
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
troops had gained the upper hand
in most of Cambodia east of the
Mekong River. There was evidence that they hoped to link
their five major sanctuaries into
a continuous buffer system. By
April 24, Communist troops had
attacked and occupuied six key
Cambodian towns including the
seaport of Kett.
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Premier Lou Nol’s poorly
trained and under-equipped army
was obviously unable to turn
back the Communist forces, who
some maintained were trying
only to, regain the status they
held before Sihanouk’s over-
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On April 14, Premier Lon Nol
appealed to all nations for aims
and aid hut only received a response from Indonesia.
April 21, a formal request from
General Lon Nol for American
arms and military supplies
reached Washington. The following day President Nixon agreed
to supply several thousand captured Soviet -designed AK-47 rifles to the Cambodian government, but cautioned against "inflated expectations" of further
American military assistance.
The decision to send arms
aroused staunch criticism from
the Senate whom Secretary of
State Rogers had promised only
a week earlier to consult before
any changes in policy toward
Cambodia were undertaken.
The following week Nixon faced
continuing requests from Cambodia for "early and substantial"
supplies of arms for its small
army, and increasing pressure
from top military leaders to take
further action in Cambodia.
DECISION DELAYED
Nixon delayed a decision in
the hope that the Soviet Union
might be able to persuade North
Vietnam and possibly Communist
China to participate in a broad
peace conference in Indochina.
An ensuing statement by both
Peking and Hanoi rejecting a
peace conference dashed these
hopes.
Nixon’s decision was a touchy
one: whether to let the Communists get the upper hand in Cambodia and turn it into a massive
base of operations even as the
U.S. was reducing its forces in
Vietnam, or whether to take advantage of Lon Nol’s anti-Communist leanings to deprive North
Vietnam of its Cambodian sop-

ply routes t primarily the Ho Chi
Minh Trail and base camps.
On Wednesday, April 30, South
Vietnamese forces supported by
United States warplanes and artillery accompanied by U.S. advisers swept across the border
into Cambodia. The decision had
been made.
INVASION ANNOUNCED
The critical reaction aroused
on Capitol Hill was but an indication of the reaction to President Nixon’s Cambodian policy
statement in which he an’Tonight
American
nounced.
and South Vietnamese umts will
attack the headquarters for the
entire Communist military operation in South Vietnam." This
was the first public announcement of American troop movement into Cambodia.
This action "was not for the
purpose of expanding the war
into Cambodia, but for the purpose of ending the war in Vietnam and winning the just peace
we all desire," Nixon said. He
also stated that the U.S.’ purpose is "not to occupy the areas."
The president said the action
was "not an invasion of Cambodia." but one undertaken "to protect our men who are in Vietnam
and to guarantee the continued
success of our withdrawal and
Viet namiza t ion programs
He stated that as President he
had three options: I 1 To "do
nothing," which would gravely
threaten" the Americans remaining in Vietnam after the next
withdrawal, (2) to provide "massive military assistance to Cambodia" which he said would be
ineffective because "massive
amounts of military assistance
could not be rapidly and effectively utilized by the small Cambodian Army against the immediate threat." Or (31 ot "go to
the heart of the matter" which he
defined as cleaning out major
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
occupied sanctuaries which serve

as bases for attacks on both Cambodia and American and South
Vietnamese forces in South Viet ONE-TERM PRESIDENT
"I would rather be a one-term
President than to be a two-term
President at the cost of seeing
America become a second rate
power and see this nation accept
the first defeat in its proud 190year history." Nixon proclaimed.
Even as the President spoke,
6,500 Americans and 3,500 Vietnamese troops prepared to join
thousands of Vietnamese already
in the Fishhook region of Cambodia.
Saturday it was announce(’
that 100 U.S. planes had resumed
bombing in North Vietnam, the
largest attack north of the demilitarized zone since the bombing halt began 18 months ago. A
Defense Department spokesman
said the bombings had been going
on for several days before the
announcement.
The Pentagon announced an
end to the U.S. air attacks in
North Vietnam but said such
raids may be resumed as necessary.
The events in Cambodia have
evoked widespread criticism from
legislators. The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee is questioning constitutional aspects of the
situation since the President
made the decision to send troops
into Cambodia without consulting
them.
END APPROPRIATIONS
Four senators -George S. McGovern, D-S.D., Charles F. Goodell, R-N.Y., Mark 0. Hatfield,
R-Ore., and Harold F. Hughes,
fl-Iowa have announced a nationwide campaign for support of proposals to cut off appropriations
for the war.
Sen. J. William Fulbright, DArk., has called the move a "clear,
calculated and utterly ill-advised
decision to widen the war . . . a

Drives Show Some Success
The

t/peratI011

first announced April 29 after
some 15,000 South Vietnamese
troops crossed the border into an
area known as Parrot’s Beak,
west of Saigon.
On April :to, President Nixon
announced that a second drive
into Cambodia, this one involving
primarily U.S. ground forces, had _
begun in the Fish Hook area,
north of Parrot’s Beak.
He said the action wa. taken
to speed the end of the Vietnam
war by cleaning out enemy sanctuaries. On May 8, the President
said all U.S. forces "of any kinds,
including advisers." would be out
of Cambodia by June 30.
U.S. arid South Vietnamese
naval vessels also moved up the
Mekong River into Cambodia, hut
Americans stayed within a 20mile limit of penettstion set by
President Nixon while the South
Vietnamese went to the Cambodian capital of Phnom Penh to
pick up Vietnamese refugees.
.
On May 11 the Pentagon had’
announced enough rice was found
in abandoned enemy stisrit,:e

areas to feed 600,000 troops for a
year and more ammunition had
been discovered than was captured during the entire last year
of the Vietnam War,
The Pentagon said 4,500 enemy
had been killed, although the primary purpose of the mission was
to destroy bases, supplies, and
headquarters installations.
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new dimension of short-sightedness and =wisdom."
Nixon gave leaders of Congress
a "firm commitment" that all
U.S. combat troops now in Cain1xxlia would be pulled back by
July 1 at the latest, but this made
no apparent dent in Capital Hill
crit icism

Former President Johnson.
Governor Reagan and gubernatoal candidate Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty are among those
who have come out in favor of
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(Political Advertisement)

"Let’s get our education
system functioning again!"
Responsible students want a constructive
and rewarding education.
Responsible students are searching for ways
to make their education relevant and meaningful. I propose, among other programs, the
creation of information centers on campus,
where business, industry, and civic groups
can file requests for students to become interns or volunteers in on -going community
programs which relate to their classroom
interests.
College and School administration
is too centralized.
I suggest a Local Board of Governors for
state colleges to allow them to
make decisions to
get them involved with their
communities in a positive fashion. Right now
there is a central office for 20 campuses,
centralizing virtually all authority in the Chancellor’s office, permitting almost none at
campus level.
Better utilization of facilities.
We need new ways to evaluate the use assigned to campus facilities, more imaginative
approaches to the problems of growth, available campus land, and proposed facilities.
We need this kind of thinking nowbecause
the problems are now!
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Cambodian Crisis Sparks Student Movement
it "minuet’ from page IR’
. May 12, Attorney Genochell dotted that he had
.
..11 the Cambodian decision
a a o pulitical effect, contradicting a statement made by White
House Chief of Communications
Herb Klein to a CBS reporter.
Mitchell was informed during
the interview that Klein had told
a CBS reianter "you were in
on that decision mul you were
,yaked 1.0 weigh the political effect
t a the Cambodia decision by President Nixon. Now, there is Mr.
who is Chief of Communiration. for your Administration."
AVell, Herb Klein didn’t cornmunicati very svel: with rne on

lam moiiaa matter," Mitchell replied. "and I would point out that
there were no political considerations that I know ca on that
:subject matter."
New mood on the Hill: The
mood in Congress had changed
in the five months since the November moratorium. Some Senators who had refused to talk
With students during the 1969
moratorium welecened them this
time
Vol ’Iii AND THE FUTURE
Ambitious plans are being
drawn for anti -war youth to increase their influence in the future conduit of their government. One course of action would
involve further demonstrations:
another would turn student eneraaa toward work within the polib,’ I.:tructure.
M..1a: New Mobe leaders
aisb ’donning for civil disobedi-1
alio, at the local level its the !
most effective means of changing national policy.
one New Moire leader, the Rev. ’
R i It a r d Fernandez, foresees
naire creative demonstrations
. .
civil disobedience and sitdowns." He doubts there will be
more demonstrations like the
Ellipse rally. ’’’rhey sson’t Oarne
again for that kind of demonstration." he says.
Stewart Meacham, co-chairman of the New Mobe, told Nalional Journal anti-war efforts
to date have done little to change
Congress.
"A few amendments here or
there will not patch up the roeof C0111.!11.M." he said. I do
not cee any real determination to ,
put up a real fight to bring back I
I’ araress an element of control
vat -making authority of the
i lona" he said. "I don’t deltrc. determination to strugthe Congress that r see in
Administration."
al Young told National 1
he believes the peace 1

movement has entered a new
phase following the rally. He believes the New Nlobe can be most
effective by spreading, ..ollege
strikes. staging economic boycotts. and coordinating other
forms of protest, such as Itiu,ss.
ing corporation stockholder meetings.
Politics: Other students are
mounting efforts to till ade the
political mainstream.
Hun"Project Pursestrings"
dreds of students, turning their
backs on classes for the rest of
the school term, pliumed for a
summer-lung lobbying effort on
Capitol Hill, concentrating on a
proposed amendment to the 1970
Military Authorization bill IHR17123 a The proposal- -sponsored
by Sens. Mark Hatfield, R -Ore.
and George McGovern, D-S.D.
would cut off the use of funds as
of Dec. 31 for any military operation in Indochina except money
needed to bring home U.S. troops.
Sam Brown, head of the defunct November moratorium committee, held a news conference
in Washington on May 13 to announce what he called an "ad
hoc, bipartisan group" called
Project Pursestrings to coordinate lobbying for the Hatfield McGovern amendment.
Michael Brewer -- a member
of the Ripon Society, a Republican group, and one of the leaders
of the lobbying effort -- told reporters there would be no grassroots organizing by the committee. "We don’t think it necessary
to go out and generate a lot of
sentiment against the war in
Vietnam." he said.

XEROX

Working from the office of
Rep. Bob Eckhardt, L)-Tex, for
example. are some 25 students
front Conceit University. The students, led by economics professor
Edwin Burton, were concentrating their efforts on a series of
questionnuires collecting the attitudes of membera of Congress on
various issues, including the issuance of live ammunition to National Gumaismen on duty on
campuses, the Cambodian mission, and the Vietnam war generally. Answers are teletyped to
Cornell where they are to be
sorted out for later use in political campaigns.
A group of Dartmouth College students have established an
organization called The Continuing Presence in Washington. The
have -ccess to a computer at
Dartmouth which supplkts background information on members
of Congress for use in their lobbying efforts.
Four students and four faculty members from the University of Santa Clara were provided
space in the office suite of Rep.
Don Edwards, D-Calif., for their
lobbying headquarters. They are
attempting to convince Members
of Congress that the United
States should pull out of Southeast Asia at once.
One of the students, Peter
Conk, 19, told National Journal
that only 100 students attended
an anti -war rally at Santa Clara
last November, but that more
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DRESS SHIRTS

Niala

GUM
re.-- AT SATHER GATE .

US, LPSITY
Ni,s’S
Es!. 1927

Hamburger Hungry Says:

Get a Big Barney,
French Fries and1.Coke
now for
just 69c

Make advance
for thesis

HUNGRY s

irensesswir.-

If you haven’t had a Big Barney, you don’t know what you’re missing! Two delicious hamburger patties, cheese, lettuce, pickle, and
our own special sauce on a doubledeck bun.
kbe Huognes

’Free Collating
4:11116C’

Open week nights ’til 9
Sat. and Sun. ’til 5

CAMPUS COPY
480 S. 10th (near Williams)

^TAST.0200000000001110000:e

be here
all -tommer . . .
Come in

and see us

’Sex, Dope, Rev,
lubon? Who says The
Committee isn 1 relevant ’a’
OyarBerkeley Barb

got tairrais in my
cheeks from laughing."
Prescott/KMPX

Student rates on Sales,
Rentals and Service.
Master Charge & First
National Cards honored.
40TipitcyCLEOIL

HUNTER’S

EMERY’S

71 E. San Fernando St.
8:30-5:30 daily & 9-4 Sat.

1401 W. San Carlos St.
Son Jose, California

Phone: 294-2091

Available at

"I think it a use of
the IL/tiniest shows I
have seen in yearst
I couldn’t catch my
breath from laughing
"
KSFO
F

Truly are !tit
absolutely I nave
ever seen. Very, very
tunny!"
Ponek/KSAN

F ast moving, very
tunny. The Committee is great!"
Messer /KYA

THE ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE
392 OM StochAnt Da,count
622 Broadway. S I
9:00 Nightly except Mon e Improye:altons 11 00.
Saturday 830,10.30, a, 12:30. ’Minors Welcome,

SELL NOW!

CASH
fOR YOUR BOOKS
AT

f6tA Poo.!
330 SOUTH TENTH STREET

On April 15, 1970 the decision was made to offer members of the Associated Students of San
Jose State College a GROL P - DISCOUNTED
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICY.
College Student Insurance Service has worked
for five years with the auto insurance industry
proving the college student is NOT a bad risk.
Finally the task was accomplished. ASH members are offered substantial savings through this
policy.

100,:i THESIS BOND

GUARANTEED

’Expertly performed.. god laughs
...the best balanced, most posited
group to be presentee in some
years! They’re a skIltal Lunch."
flea,- Ex

Save 210

1, MORE PER COPY

OUR WORK IS

Other schoola were considering
similar closings.
A Senator’s comment: A leadwitc
ing Dernocrcic Senator.
asked not to Be quoted by ram,
commented to National Journal
-The students don . realize that
half the politicians in this (VanLa are going to eampaign eaainst
them this fall. It’s too bad that
there is no figure of national
stature who can rally them and
give them so ne sense of political
direetion."

OPEN MON. AND THURS. EVENS.

THESIS
3’

.1ppointment

than 1.00o turned out for a
aally on May 7.
Numbers of students: There
W.IS no way to tell how many
students had visited Congress following the Cambodian decision.
but Rep. Frank Thompson, itN.J,, said in a newsletter to constituents ’a oonservative number
for the week from May 4 through
May 11 would be 1,2110."
Election campaigns: Many students planned to work for peace
candidates in the November congressional elections. Princeton
University and
the
Harvard
Graduate School of Education
agreed to close for two weeks
before the election in order that
students might work in muttietiN without missing classes.
ammiimmt

TONIGHT
9 & 11

125 South Fourth St.

rd

IS MR SPECIALTY

. aibying efforts
Some
sopinsticated lobbying efforts began before Project Parsestrines.

HOLIDAY MAGAZINE LOVES US, SO DO THE
CRITICS!

Nt the Tke-A salo

RE:ounN:Q

This group-discounted policy is written through
the newly formed Associated Student Underwriters and sold exclusively by College Student Insurance Service. They Will give you all of the
facts and none of the hassle.

STOPE LOCAIIONS

Sixth and Santa Clara
San Jose 295-9679

2954778

Reg. 904

10% OFF WITH THIS AD

With this ad

Call 289-8681
or stop by 404 South Third Street. Be aware of
what is available to you NOW as a member of the
Associated Students.

